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Theoretical  models and corroborative experimental data are presented 
on the  human operator's scanning behavior and tracking performance while 
simultaneously controlling two closed-loop tasks  using separate  displays.  
These results form a bas is  for  es t imat ing  and correlat ing human performance 
and scanning workload in   mul t id i sp lay   p i lo t ing  tasks. 
A novel experimental technique i s  used to  fo rce  the  sub jec t s  ( sk i l l ed  
instrument-rated pi lots)  to  scan two d isp lays  in  a manner t h a t  i s  r e a l i s t i c  
yet controllable by the experimenter. This i s  done via a l ' subcri t ical l '  
s i de  t a sk  ( s t ab i l i z ing  a s l ight ly  unstable  f i rs t -order  plant) ,  such that  
the time-away-from-the-side-task ( i . e . ,  available f o r  t he  main t a sk )  i s  
l imited by the t ime-constant of the divergence. The scanning s t a t i s t i c s  
reveal an average minimum dwell time of about 0.4 sec, and skewed sampling 
interval histograms IThich a r e   f i t t e d  by a Pearson Type I11 dis t r ibu t ion  
function. The scanning frequency i s  forced  to  vary  Over a wide range 
(from 0.5 t o  2.0 per second) ye t  the  sampling frequency fluctuations during 
a run remain within 20 t o  39 percent of t he  mean value. In  order  to  preclude 
parafoveal cues, eye-movement s ignals  are  used to  blank the nonfixated display 
in  cer ta in  cases ,  and some performance decrements occur. A new "scan frequency 
parameter", S, i s  de r ived  to  co r re l a t e  t he  combined e f f ec t s  of sampling 
frequency and f ini te  dwell  t ime.  
It i s  shown that  the pilot 's  average scanning, sampling and reconstruction 
behavior can be accurately modeled by an adjustable quasi-linear describing 
function, plus an injected "scanning remnant'' (observation noise) having 
wideband propert ies .  Two l ikely mental  processes  for  reconstruct ion of an 
estimated signal from the finite-dwell ,  almost-periodic samples a re  analyzed: 
a "switched gain" model and a "reconstruction-hold" model. The experimental 
da ta  from t h i s  experiment (where no operator equalization was required) 
favor the former. A t heo re t i ca l  model f o r  t h e  sampling remnant i s  given, 
which has the form of f i r s t -order - f i l t e red  noise ;  it depends on the  d is -  
played signal variance, sampling frequency, fixation dwell time and sampling 
frequency variations. The experimental remnant data  f i t  t h i s  model well, 
and thereby provide good correlat ions between theo re t i ca l  and experimental 
tracking performance measures. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A .  SCOPE 
The research descr ibed in  this  report  i s  p a r t  of a l a rge r  e f fo r t  
t o  develop a systems analysis theory of displays f o r  manual control  of 
vehicles  (Refs.  1 ,  2, and 3 ) .  The analytical  procedures  require cL!.culai;ion 
of the closed-loop dynamic response of pilot/vehicle control systems. The 
theory for  s ingle  axis systems with compensatory displays i s  f a i r l y  well 
developed  (Ref. 4). However, i n  a mul t i -ax is  a i rc raf t  cont ro l  s i tua t ion  
( e   . g . ,  IFR f l igh t ' ! ,  a p i l o t  i s  often required to scan an array of instru- 
ments, and the changes i n  dynamic response caused by the scanning process 
and sequent ia l  sampling of displayed information are not yet well enough 
understood t o  permit quantitative predictions of display requirements. 
The scanning process i s  influenced by a va r i e ty  of factors,  including 
the  importance  and  content  of  the  various components of displayed  in^ Ior- 
mation and the  instrument  panel  layout.  Clement, " e t  al ,  (Ref'. 5 '\ have 
reviewed t h e  l i t e r a t u r e  and advanced some fac to r s  known to  affect  scanning 
behavior. Scanning of an instrwnent panel causes the displayed information 
on any one instrument t o  be sampled* rather than continuously perceived by 
foveal  viewing, as in  s ing le  axis control .  Clement (Ref. 6) has  theo- 
retically estimated some implications of dLsplay sampling, m-d Lwfson 
and Elldnd (Ref. 7) have nieasured some e f fec t s  of two-display sampling 
and proposed a model which includes  the  effect  of pa ra l l e l   d i sp l ay  
perception via parafovealt  vision. 
t 
*Sampling i s  used herein, i n  a general  context ,  including the f ini te  
fixation dwell times (during which portions of the  sample are perceived),  
as wel l  as aperiodic sampling, e t c .  
'The viewing regions defined herein include : foveal  - the  high  acuity 
region within roughly 3 deg off the visual axis; parafoveal-the decre2sir.g 
acuity region from 3 t o  about 40 deg o f f - a i s ;  and per ipheral- the remaining 
reg ion  out  to  the  l imi t s  of moving-object de t ec t ab i l i t y .  
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Research into display ut i l izat ion behavior  and the   f ac to r s  that govern 
the scanning process i s  d i f f i c u l t ,  because it requires complex simulations, 
sophis t icated measurements under rea l i s t ic  condi t ions ,  and comprehensive 
experimental designs. Because of the dear th  of data  on scanning and the  
existence of a preliminary analytical  model f o r  it, emphasis i n  th i s  s tudy  
was placed on invest igat ion of t he  scanning and sampling problem. 
The purpose of the present study was t o  accomplish the following goals 
i n  a well-controlled laboratory experiment: 
e Measure the  e f f ec t  of  scanning  and  sampling on 
p i l o t s '  performance and dynamic response 
0 Identify  the  signal  "Teconstruction"  process  adopted 
by p i l o t s  when sampling the displayed information 
Test some recently  developed  theoretical  models 
(Ref. 6) designed t o  pred ic t  the  e f fec ts  of 
sampling on performance and dynamic response. 
The s p i r i t  of the research reported here was more l i k e  that of a 
preliminary examination of a complex landscape, rather than a de f in i t i ve  
study of small areas  in  previously charted terr i tory.  We were looking 
fo r  l a rge ,  p rac t i ca l  e f f ec t s  i n  o w  measures that would lend some 
v a l i d i t y  and empir ical  constants  for  the theoret ical  models. 
B. PIAN OF THIS REPORT 
Section I1 reviews some previous scanning and sampling research 
r e l e v a n t   t o  manual control displays,  and summasizes some newly developed 
ana ly t ica l  models f o r  sampling and reconstruct ion effects .  
Section I11 describes the experimental program, including the design, 
setup, training, and data analysis procedures.  
Section N presents the basic  data, i n   t h e  form of overs scanning 
and performance measures, detai led scaoning s ta t is t ics ,  descr ibing 
f'unction measurements,  and power spectra  02 e r ro r s  and remnant. Typical 
time traces are shown t o   i l l u s t r a t e   t h e  modes of scavning induced by the 
experimental techniques. 
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Section V shows the  good cor re la t ion  between these data and the theory 
of Section 11, and discusses some of the canplex performance and adaptation 
in te rac t ions  which can be untangled by the   ana ly t i ca l  model. 
Section V I  b r i e f l y  summarizes the  main conclusions and recommendations. 
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SECTION I1 
EMPIRICAL AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
In th i s  s ec t ion  we f i rs t  review the basic concepts of scanning during 
multi loop control tasks and give an overview of our model fo r  t he  scanning, 
sampling and perceptual reconstruction process.  After a review of some 
pas t  work r e l e v a n t   t o   t h i s  model, the  de ta i led  ana ly t ica l  models are pre- 
sented. These a re  accompanied by r e s u l t s  of some numerical computations, 
which show the  pena l t ies  in  t racking  performance r e su l t i ng  from s c m i n g ,  
and suggest an experimental design t o   v a l i d a t e   t h e  model. 
A .  BASIC  ONCEFCS AND MODEL 
1 . Scanning During Multiloop Control Tasks 
We a re  concerned with the class of pi lot /vehicle  s i tuat ions character ized 
by a closed-loop pilcted multiloop regulation or tracking task, having more 
than one display, and requiring manipulation of one or more cont ro l  s t icks .  
The p i lo t ' s  s e l ec t ion  of preferred display feedbacks from the presented 
array has been found t o  be governed by a s e t  of "Multiloop Feedback Selec- 
t i o n  Rules" which have been evolved previously and verified ewerimentally 
for  integrated displays (see Refs .  1 ,  2, 4, 8, and 9 ) .  In  any case, past 
work ( t o  be reviewed l a t e r  he re in )  shows that: ( 1  ) a f a i r ly  s t ab le  
scanning and sampling strategy evolves for a given task and instrument 
array,  and (2 )  the  cont ro l  motions a r e  much more continuous than the 
d i sc re t e  sampling would seem t o  imply on a pure stimulus-response sequence. 
Furthermore, most of the information used in aircraft  maneuvering is  of an 
analog natxre, displayed as the  motion of a moving pointer  or scale .  
These fac ts  ind ica te  tha t  a form of sampled data feedback theory 
i s  appropriate t o  model this process.  In this formulation, the display 
feedbacks u l t i na t e ly   s e l ec t ed  would be affected not only by vehicle and 
t a s k   c r i t e r i a   b u t  a l s o  by penal t ies  from the required scanning and 
sampling operations. 
The display scanning model should a l so  be compatible with the 
exis t ing mult i loop pi lot  models for integrated displays,  and must be 
4 
simple enough t o  permit practical computations and e f f i c i en t  data 
reduction. Finally,  it should y ie ld  ver i f iab le  pred ic t ions .  
Before proceeding l e t   u s   c l a r i f y  some terms that a r e  used frequently 
herein:  
Scanning i s  defined here as the process of se lec t ing  
and f ixa t ing  each instrument i n  ax array of, or spec i f ic  
portions of, a complex d isp lay  f ie ld .  For the mm-ual con- 
t r o l   t a s k s  a "scanning t r a f f i c  p a t t e r n "  i s  evolved, causing 
a given instrument t o  be  sampled frequently.  However, not 
a l l  instruments are sampled a t  the  same frequency. 
Sampling covers the perceptual acts of:  focusing on a 
d isp lay ;  in te rpre t ing  th i s  as an appropriate command or 
error   s ignal ;  and perceiving i t s  displacement, r a t e  
( o r  d i rec t ion) ,  and, possibly,  accelerat ion dar ing a 
sequence of f ixa t ions .  In  the present context,  the 
sampling does not have t o  be impulsive or periodic.  
Reconstruction covers the process of extrapolating a hypo- 
thet ical  cont inuous s ignal  using the ser ies  of samples 
avai lable  from each display, plus paraf oveal (nonfixated) 
information which may be perceived between samples. Recon- 
struction provides the mental signal upon which the  subsequent 
pi lot  equal izat ion operat ions are  assumed to  opera te .  
- 
2. Description of the  Model 
The development of a display scanning and sampling model f o r  multiloop 
manual cont ro l  tasks  i s  repor ted  in  R e f .  2. Basically, it t r e a t s  t h e  complex 
processes involved in scanning, selecting, sampling, and reconstructing 
in t e rna l  s igna l s  from an array of d i a l s  as an added "perceptual" functional 
block in  a quasi-l inear description of t he  p i lo t .  F igu re  1 a shows the assuved 
basic model and Fig. 1b i t s  simplified equivalent.  The l a t t e r  r ep resen t s  
the simplest  form that can be measured from inputs and outputs  ex terna l  to  
the  human operator.  
Let us review the key elements i n   t h e   b a s i c  model before proceeding 
with i t s  background. The  human display control behavior i s  represented 
by a se r i e s  of functional  blocks,  loosely  labeled  "Adaptive"? 
and  "Neuromuscular" i n  F i g .  1 a .  The s ignals  shopm connecting the blocks 
a re  p rac t i ca l ly  unmeasurable (being located in the central nervous systen?), 
and, i n  fact, t h e  f h c t i o n s  may overlap.  It i s  useful t o  consider the 
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perceptual block as an  addi t iona l  se r ia l  element, and t o  d e f i n e  t h e  scanning 
and sampling e f f ec t s  as t h e  r a t i o  between behavior under continuous, f u l l -  
foveal  t racking and the  ac tua l  sampled t racking,  in  s of the mult iple  
loops. We will not dwell  fbrther on the adaptive block (feedback selection, 
equalization, summing, e t c  . ) or neuromuscular block (manipulator interfacing 
and actuat ion)  which have been well documented in recent years (e.g. ,  Refs.  4, 
10, 1 1 ) .  
At this  stage the conceptual model i s  s t i l l  quite general ,  and any of 
several mathematical or physical  models could be used t o   d e s c r i b e   t h e  above 
processes. Before selecting a p a r t i c u l a r  s e t  of  forms  and  assumptions, it 
i s  necessary to review the relevant background material ,  which follows. 
B. REVIEW OF PFGVIOUS RESEARCH ON DISPLAY SC-G, 
SAMPLING AND RECONSTRUCTION 
1 .  Intermittent Human Response 
Early in  the  inves t iga t ion  of human t racking in single-axis tasks, 
there  were speculations as to  the  poss ib l e  in t e rmi t t en t  natu_re of human 
operator response. Most of t h i s  work was an outgrowth of early concepts 
of psychological refactory period, and the observation of o sc i l l a to ry  
components i n  t h e  e r r o r  and cont ro l  s igna ls .  The works of Craik,  North, 
Hayes, and Ward are notable examples (Refs. 12 - 15). It i s  now known 
t h a t  most of t he  osc i l l a to ry  components observed i n  single-axis tracking 
a r e  due t o  remnant-excited peaks of the lightly damped closed-loop system; 
nevertheless ,  the analyt ic  models and insights provided by t h i s   e a r l y  
work are usef 'ul  in the present scanning context.  
Sampled-data operator models were extended by LeMay and Wescott 
(Ref. 16), and they have been brought t o  a high degree of algorithmic 
sophis t icat ion by G .  Bekey and his  col leagues ( e .g., Refs. 17 and 18) . 
2. Instrument Scanning In Flight 
Following the work of ophtha lmologis t s  pr ior  to  F7mld War 11, McGehee, 
F i t t s ,  Jones, Senders, and others investigated the natural scanning patterns 
of p i lo t s  du r ing  f l i gh t  i n  o rde r  t o  more e f f i c i e n t l y   t r a i n   p i l o t s  
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and lay out instrument panels for blind-fl ight conditions (Refs.  19- 3 0 ) .  
Most of these ad hoc data  were col lected by laborious manual data reduction 
of eye-camera movie films, but unfortunately,  the instrment readings were 
not simultaneously recorded, so there  i s  no way of correlat ing the displayed 
signals with the fixations.  Nevertheless,  these data (especially the monu- 
mental work of Milton, F i t t s ,  " e t  al, in   Refs .  19-25 ,i c lea r ly  reveal the  
essent ia l  fea tures  of natural instrunefit scanning, validated over hundreds 
of f l i g h t s ,  dozens of p i lo t s ,  and numerous display and task conditions. 
The main scanning properties revealed in IFR f l igh t  vere :  (1 ) t h e  p i l o t ' s  
scanning was not  perfect ly  per iodic ,  but  a given instrument was  sampled a t  
a def ini te  average interval ,  Ts, t he  in t e rva l  d i f f e r ing  fo r  each instrument 
and dependent on t h e  f l i g h t  t a s k ,  (2)  the dwell time, Td, spent on each 
instrument varied around a spec i f ic  mean value, this value being remarkably 
s t ab le  among p i l o t s  and f l igh t  condi t ions  (mean dwell times varied from 
0.2 t o  Over 1.0 seconds, 16 th  more complex, higher-bandwidth displays 
requiring more f ixa t ion  t ime) ,  and (3)  over t yp ica l  mission-phase in t e r -  
vals of two to four minutes time, the scan patterns appeared roughly ran- 
domized among the instruments, and the dwell times and scan intervals (on 
a given instrument among several)  were quasi-randomly d is t r ibu ted  and 
s ta t is t ical ly  independent .  A reexamination of these data has been made 
by using the present multi loop pilot/vehicle theory as a guide (Refs. 2 
and 5 ) ,  and a def ini te  hierarchy of scanning frequency and dwell times 
was found,  ranging from: high-frequency,  short  dwells  for  inner-loop 
d isp lays  (a t t i tudes  and path rates); to low-frequency, long dwells fo r  
outer-loop instsuments (low bandwidth commands) . 
Some further detailed conclusions &Yawn i n  Refs. 2 and 5 from t h i s  
in-f l ight  research are  summarized below. 
a. Dwell Time (Fixation  Duration); Td 
e Results of a reexamination  (Ref. 5 )  of the data  from four 
sources spanning 20 years of f l i gh t  h i s to ry  in  th ree  d i s -  
t i nc t ly  d i f f e ren t  t ypes  of aircraft  (Refs.  19-30) all sug- 
gest  that  average dwell time on the  c lass  of conventional, 
separated instruments studied may be a physiological char- 
a c t e r i s t i c  of the pi lot  populat ion.  
a 
b. 
8 For c ru is ing  flight maneuvers, one coarsely  quantized 
mean duration of f ixa t ions ,  0.5 see, appears t o  be a 
su f f i c i en t  summary of r e s u l t s  for all f l igh t  i n s t ru -  
ments i n  all maneuvers. 
8 A second coarsely quaqtized mean duration of f ixa t ions ,  
1 see, i s  termed a "group-monitor" dwell time, since it 
represents an average for a group of engine instrument 
s ignals .  
Results in landing approaches support more f ine ly  quan- 
t i z e d  mean values of dwell time, as follows: 
Duration (see) Displayed Signal 
Glide-slope/localizer deviation combined 
controlled "outer-loop" signals. 
0.8 on cross -poin ter  in  approach and t i g h t l y  
0.6 
0.4 
Primary "inner-loop" signals such as 
p i t ch  and roll a t t i t u d e  combined i n  arti- 
ficial  horizon,  heading,  and airspeed. 
Loosely-controlled "outer-loop" and moni- 
tored s ignals ,  such as pressure  a l t i tude  , 
v e r t i c a l  speed, t u rn  r a t e ,  l a t e ra l  acce le -  
r a t ion  and,  sometimes, airspeed. 
d A threshold or refractory interval  for  dwell  time seems t o  
e x i s t  at 0.2 t o  0.25 see. The sampling in t e rva l  must be a t  
least tw ice   t h i s   va lue .  
e There i s  some evidence i n  t h e  numbers themselves tha t  t he  
more finely quantized mean l e v e l s  of dwell time are approxi- 
mately integral  multiples of t h i s  mean re f rac tory  in te rva l .  
Sampling Frequency (Fixation Frequency); f s  = l/Ts 
e Fixation  Frequency  versus S i g n a l  Bandwidth. The simple 
theory that f ixation frequency should be s l i g h t l y  more than 
twice the bandwidth of the displayed signal i s  in su f f i c i en t .  
The p i lo t  u sua l ly  f ixa t e s  on a given instrument much more 
frequently than required by the lower bound of the sampling 
theorem. A f ixation frequency three t o  four times the 
estimated bandwidth of the displayed signal appears in the 
case of the pr incipal  f l ight  instruments .  The higher  ra t ios  
usually occur for "inner-loop" signals and lower r a t i o s  f o r  
"outer-loop" signals. 
Q Fixation  Frequency  veraus Maneuvers. In   pa r t i cu la r  rnarreu- 
ve r s ,  t he  p i lo t  will f i x a t e  even more frequently on ins t ru-  
ments dispiaying signals required by ins t ruc t ions  t o  be 
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nulled aqd unique to the  maneuver. He w i l l  f i x a t e  l e s s  
frequently on instruments displaying inessential  infor- 
mation. He will also f i x a t e  more frequent ly  on ins t ru-  
ments whose readings he expects to be dis turbed ("vigi lant  
determinism" ) . However, except for the  turn- ra te / la te ra l -  
accelerat ion ( "turn-and-bank") instrument during nonturning 
f l i g h t  and engine group, f ixation frequency very rarely 
falls  below the lower bound required by the sampling 
theorem. 
@ Fixation Frequency  versu8  Display  Arrangement.  Instru- 
ments with inessent ia l  or no information may be f ixa ted  
if they are  central ly  located ne= or between displays 
which requi re  a t ten t ion .  In  th i s  regard ,  there  i s  pro- 
bably an immense t r ans fe r  of t r a in ing  e f f ec t  from e a r l i e r  
displays and/or doctrines.  Thus the display arrangement 
chosen may influence the fixation frequencies which might 
have governed the choice in  the f i rs t  place.  
0 Fjxation Frequency  versus  Correlated  Displayed  Signals. 
There is informational redundancy and cor re la t ion  among 
the instruments  in  an a i r c r a f t  because of t h e  i n t r i n s i c  
dynamic coupling among the several  degrees of freedom. 
However, t h e  p a r t i a l  redundancy of information i s  seldom, 
i f  ever,  used to decrease the fixation frequency on a 
par t icu lar  d i sp lay .  The problem  of instrument correla- 
t i o n  was a l so  inves t iga ted  by Senders,  Ref. 33. Although 
a rather coarse threshold exceedance c r i t e r ion  was used, 
it was found that  correlat ion did not  s ignif icant ly  
increase or decrease fixation frequency between the  pa i r  
of correlated instruments,  relative to fixation frequen- 
c i e s  on the  same instruments with uncorrelated signals. 
e Other  factors which will influence  the  scanning  rate  are 
the "urgency" of a pa r t i cu la r  s igna l  fo r  t he  t a sk ,  t he  
demands o f  other control axes or noncontrol tasks and 
the duration of  each  sample. If magnitude, r a t e ,  and 
higher derivatives can be detected during each fixation, 
then the s ignal  can be predicted for longer periods 
between f ixa t ions .  
A grm-d model to account f o r  all such f ac to r s  i s  not yet available.  
There has been practically no systematic in-fl ight research recently 
except Tor a few " ad  hoc investigations,  e.g.,  instrument  scanning  during 
takeoffs  and l a - d i n g s  i n  a j e t  t r a n s p o r t  (Ref. 2 9 )  and some integrated 
versus separated instrument scan patterns on an X-13 panel (Ref. 30) .  
Scan and display data under realist ic conditions,  using modern instruments 
and data processing, i s  urgently needed. 
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3.  Display Monitoring 
A para l le l  in te res t  to  c losed- loop  cont ro l  d i sp lays  i s  the  open-loop 
monitoring of an array of dials to  perce ive  exceedance of tolerances or 
specif ied values .  This condition i s  common t o  engine or radar instrument 
monitoring, where e f f ec t s  of manual control are not displayed. Senders 
has led several  of these invest igat ions,  s tar t ing with ear ly  invest igat ions 
of in te rmi t ten t ly  lit dials (Ref. 31 ) . He was among the  f irst  t o  a s s e r t  
(Ref.  27)  that the minimum frequency with which a given irstrument i n  an 
array should be scanned would be r e l a t e d   t o   t h e  bandwidth of i t s  s ignal ,  
basing h i s  predict ions on Shannon's sampling theory, then i n  i t s  infancy. 
His experiments with open-loop monitored displays (Ref.  32) showed t h a t  
na tura l ly  scanned sampling r a t e s  were p ropor t iona l  t o  bandwidth for  four  
different  input  bandwidths presented simultaneously on separate dials. 
For these monitoring tasks (de tec t ion  exceedance, not reconstruction, was 
the  c r i te r ia )  the  dwel l  t imes  were in the range of 0.3 t o  0.5 sec,  sme- 
what below the longer values of 0.6 t o  0.8 sec measured by F i t t s ,   e t  al ,  
under f l igh t   ( t racking)   condi t ions   (Refs  . 19 - 24) . 
More recently, Senders and his  col leagues have added the concepts of 
s t a t i s t i c a l   d e c i s i o n  and queuing theory to provide an explanation for 
the  multiloop  scanning  process  (Refs. 32, 33, 3). This i s  one na tura l  
formulation of the questions of how particular scan patterns evolve,  and how 
to descr ibe the scan-to-scan behavior .  Numerical simulation results in 
Ref. 33 show, f o r  example, t h a t  narrowband signals with disparate center 
frequencies should give r ise to strongly patterned scanning, while wider 
band signals with a grea te r   uncer ta in ty   fac tor   resu l t  in much more random 
scanning. However, t h i s  t heo ry  does not yet include the essential  closed- 
loop feedback e f f ec t s  on the nature  of the s ignal ,  and thus it camot  
predict the scanning parameters or  closed-loop performance. 
4.  Single Channel Tracking with Sampled Presentations 
A number of invest igat ions of t racking with intermit tent ly  i l luminated 
or presented displays (as d i s t i n c t  from natural operator-induced scapxing) 
have been performed. We term th i s  " fo rced  sampling . I '  
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B a t t i g ,  e t  al ,  (Ref. 33 studied interrupted i l luminated displays a t  
sampling r a t e s  between 0.4 and 16.1 Hz. A s  the frequency of t a r g e t  
intermittence irlcreased t o  1 Hz there  was an abrupt fourfold improvement 
in  t racking prof ic iency (measured by cumulative time on target) ,  thence 
a s l igh t  fu r the r  improvement in  prof ic iency  as a l i n e a r   m c t i o n  of 
frequency u n t i l  the fusion frequency of 15 Hz was  reached. 
Yatz and Spragg (Ref. 36) studied tracking error with sinusoidal 
and  i r regular  forc ing  kc t ions .  Frequencies  of in te rmi t ten t  d i sp lay  
i l lumination were between 0.5 and 4 Hz. Mean-tracking error decreased 
nearly fourfold with the logarithm of frequency between 0.5 and 2 Hz. 
Further increase in frequency t o  continuous i l lumination resulted in 
addi t ional ly   halving mean e r ro r .  
Platzer  and Krendel (Ref. 37) report  t racking error  (but  not  
descr ibing funct ion ' !  resul ts  in  which f i r s t  derivative perception 
was forcibly excluded from a sampled display by employing a zero- 
order  intersample  hold. The controlled element was K / s 2 .  Much la rger  
average errors and frequent losses of control  were observed when the  
f irst  der ivat ive was absent as compared with the same cases where it 
could be der ived  visual ly  by the operator.  
Senders (Ref. 31) a l so  shows degradat ion in  performance d i r e c t l y  
r e l a t ed   t o   dec reased  sampling frequency. 
Bennett (Ref. 7 8 )  established the importance of operator control of 
output sampling r a t e  as a determinant of t racking performance, as 
measured by target recovery t ime from two discrete  dis turbances.  Mean 
recovery time was inversely proportional to approxiqately the square 
root  of output  sampling  frequency. For s tep  d is turbed  ta rge ts ,  a 
sampling r a t e  of about 9 Hz yielded recovery t imes equivalent to 
those for continuous tracking. For targets  dis turbed by a ramp, a 
sampling r a t e  of about 5 Hz yielded recovery t imes equivalent to those 
for continuous tracking. 
Experknental work by Vossius and Wezel (Refs.  39, 40) c i t h  s i n g l e  
channel forced periodic visual sampling has produced manual t racking 
resu l t s  in  confo-mi ty  with the Nyquist Sampling "heorem (Refs. 41 , 42) 
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which i s  the antecedent of the Generalized Sampling Theorem (Ref. 43) .  * 
The Nyquist theorem expresses a lower bound f o r  sampling frequency ( i n  
terms of s igna l  bandwidth) when no signal der ivat ives  are sampled for 
use in  reconstruction. IJezel employed sample du ra t ion  in t e rva l s  i n  the  
range 4 t o  40 milliseconds, whereas, where sane form of signal recon- 
s t ruc t ion  i s  probable,  pilots ' average fixation dwell times observed by 
McGhee, F i t t s ,  e t  a l ,  a r e  i n  the range 500 t o  800 milliseconds and 
seldom less  than  400 milliseconds, even f o r  "monitoring" a signal. 
If the operator employs increasing dwell  t ime for derivative recogni- 
t ion ,  as Poulton's and Senders ' results suggest (Refs.  31 and 44) )  
Wezel would have excluded derivative recognition in his experiment 
by h i s  short  sample exposure times; therefore, he was probably  jus t i f ied  
i n  seeking confirmation of the simple Nyquist theorem instead of i t s  
subsequent generalization which requires simultaneous rate samples. 
"he f a i lu re  to  r ecogn ize  that simultaneous sampling of magnitude 
and derivative information could theoretically reduce the required 
sampling frequency, misled a number of earlier ifivestigzkors of forced 
sampling into overlooking the effects  of longer presentation dwell t imes.  
5 .  Perception of Signals During a Fixated S q l e  
In an ingenious experiment, Poulton (Ref. 44) had operators fixate 
on r epe t i t i ve  samples of a moving quasi-random signal through ax aperture  
i n  a ro t a t ing  p l a t e ,  which permitted control of both sampling rate and 
(presentation) dwell  t imes.  The operators reported Ghether they could 
subjectively detect  sign, magnitude, direct ion,  rate, and accelerat ion 
of the signal,  as the  dwell times were varied.  Figure 2 reproduces the 
r e su l t s ,  which c l ea r ly  show a hierarchy of required on-times, rmked in  
the above order. Subjective perception of magnitude alone could be 
achieved with very short on-times , on the order  of 0.01 sec (making use 
of the  re t ina l  a f te r image) .  But ra te  de tec t ion  typ ica l ly  requi red  0.1 sec, 
*The Generalized Sampling Theorem s t a t e s  t h a t :  given a signal having 
bandwidth of f i  (Hz),  then sampling i t s  magnitude plus N t ime derivatives 
a t  each sample requires  Sampling Rate 2f i / (  1 -F N )  f o r  accurate reproduction 
of the signal (see Ref.  43) .  Pract ical  considerat ions raise the  fac tor  
of 2 t o  I: or  more. 
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12" Detect ion of : 
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W / / / / / / / / / / / / / / A  a 1 Posit ion 
I1 I1 
b) Direction 
11 I I  
c)  Velocity 
L 
d1'hcceleration 
Also" 
Length  of Glimpses - sec (log scale) 
Adapted from Poulton (Ref. 44) 
A  complex (3 sinusiod)  course  and 1.0 sec blackouts 
were used between glimpses to  detect: 
a) Position of pointer 
b) Direction of movement, but not speed 
c) Speed, but not acceleration 
d) Acceleration as well as speed 
Subjects merely reported the 
perceivable cues and direction 
Figure 2. Speed Cues Reported for Dwell Times of 
Various Length (from Poulton, Ref. 44) 
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while  accelerat ion detect ion typical ly  required 0.5 sec of presentation 
time. Sampling frequency had only secondary e f f ec t s  on these values a t  
the  slower frequencies typical of a i r c ra f t  d i sp l ay  sampling. 
McColgin (Ref. 57) measured parafoveal motion perception thresholds 
among t e n  a i r l i n e  p i l o t s  f o r  t h e  p o i n t e r  on a standard 3-inch aircraft  
a l t imeter  viewed a t  38 inch range. The absolute threshold isograms 
on per imetr ic  char ts  for  both rotary and l i nea r  motion were foveal- 
concentric bisymmetrical  ell ipses with major hor izonta l  axis approxi- 
mately twice t h e  v e r t i c a l  a x i s .  Except near the l h i t s  of the  per iphere l  
f ie ld ,  the absolute  thresholds  increased l inear ly  with f ie ld  angle;  from 
2 t o  8 rev/min f o r   r o t a r y  motion, and from 3.5 t o  26 in./min for l inear 
motion. Vertical motion thresholds were 1 0  t o  20 perceot lower a t  
comparable per iphera l   f ie ld   angles   than  were horizontal  motion thresholds 
in  a reas  ad jacent  to  the  hor izonta l  ax is .  There was a l s o  more v a r i a b i l i t y  
in  threshold  among subjects with increasing peripheral  angle.  
6. Natural Scanning and S a m p l i n g  
of Separated Tracking Displays 
Although a number of separated tracking displays have been invest igated 
over the years,  most have not recorded the eye f ixa t ions ,  so t h a t  much 
valuable  mater ia l  background has been l o s t .  Among the  f irst  were F i t t s  
and Simon (Ref. 43) who invest igated a two-axis pursuit tracking task 
wherein cumulative time-on-target performance decreased with increasing 
display separation. No describing Ifunctions were obtained, but the 
authors recognized the s ignif icance of parafoveal and peripheral   per-  
ception in motivating scanning and control output. 
Levison and Elkind (Ref. 7) found reduced gain, increasing remnant, 
and increasing time delay while tracking a compensatory display  using 
parafoveal viewing. Remnant  power nearly doubled and ef fec t ive  time 
delay increased from 0 . 1 1  t o  0 .3  sec,  both l inearly with f ie ld  angle 
f o r  one-axis parafoveal tracking. Wierwille and Gagne (Ref. 46) a l so  
found more descr ibing funct ion var iabi l i ty  for  separated displays than 
f o r  an integrated two-axis display.  Ob-viously, remnant increases under 
scanning conditions. 
The research on simple two-axis displays with simple controlled elements 
of the  form K / s  and K / s 2  i s  continuing and is  providing important data. 
However, there has been no serious attempt to control the scanning behavior 
under na tu ra l  cond i t ions ,  t o  va l ida t e  a model f o r  scanning, sampling a d  
reconstruction. There i s  a need f o r  a simple two-axis case where the  
second axis i s  made to subs t i tu te  for  a multi-axis set  of displays, while 
sanpl ing effects  on the  main task are  invest igated.  Also there  i s  great  
need f o r  more eye movement data under more rea l i s t ic   mul t i loop   cont ro l  
s i tuat ions both in simulators and in f l i g h t .  
C. PWSENT THEORY 
1. Assumptions 
Because of our in te res t  in  the  overa l l  c losed- loop  performance of 
display-pilot-vehicle systems, we need a fo-rm of ana ly t ica l  model com- 
patible with feedback analysis. After nuch invest igat ion (much of it 
based on the background information just reviewed), we have made the  fol- 
lowing assumptions and choices of model fom-, and have accepted certain 
l imi t a t ions   i n  consequence : 
e The bas ic  ana ly t ica l  mdels  a re  ex tens ions  of the  quasi- 
l inear   descr ipt ions  present ly   used  for  nonscanned multi- 
loop cases (i. e. ,  adjustable  , random-input describing 
functions,  plus a remnant for  the noncoherent e f f ec t s ) .  
Although the f ine-grain scamning and sampling processes 
a r e   d i f f i c u l t   t o  model t h i s  way, t he  r e su l t i ng  p i lo t  
output i s  sufficiently continuous so that describing 
functions can s t i l l  account f o r  t h e  major closed-loop 
ef   fee t  s .
0 It i s  assumed tha t  t he  p i lo t ' s  l ewn ing  p rocess  has  sta- 
b i l i zed  so t h a t  scanning behavior i s  s t ab le  ( in  the  sta- 
t i s t i c a l  s e n s e ) .  Sampling of a given display i s  assumed 
t o  be "almost per iodic ,   wi th   appreciable   s ta t is t ical  
f luc tua t ions  which  randomize the data .  The model then 
t r e a t s  t h e  average properties of' t h i s  scanning during 
typ ica l  t a sk  in t e rva l s .  Although  sampling e f f ec t s  on 
loop closures and scanning s t a t i s t i c s  a re  we l l  r ep re -  
sented this  way, it i s  not  possible  to  account fo r  t he  
pa r t i cu la r  o rde r  i n  which the displays are  scanned. 
This assumption should improve as the  number of ins t ru-  
rnents and control axes increases,  thereby tending to 
randomize the scanning. 
@ The detailed  high  frequency  effects  of  the  scanning, 
sampling, and reconstruct ion are  c i rculated around the 
closed-loop system, g i v i n g  r i s e  t o  a broadband "sampling" 
remnant. This i s  modeled as an injected noise at the  
p i l o t  ' s input  ( i .e .  , "observation noise"). The sampling 
remnant i s  a function of t h e  scanning, sampling, and 
reconstruction processes, and m a y  s t rongly affect  the 
loop closures, choice of equalization, and closed-loop 
performance.  This i s  in  contrast  to  the cont inuous case,  
where a basic  remnant i s  always present but only rarely 
influences the loop closures strongly.  
0 The resu l t ing  model f o r  scanning,  sampling, and recon- 
s t ruc t ion  comprises: 
1 ) a quasi-l inear,  random-input "perceptual 
describing function", denoted as Yph( j u , )  
which mul t ip l ies  the  hunan operatorfs con- 
t inuous describing function, and 
2 )  a broadband  sampling  remnant,  ns, which adds 
to  the  bas i c  remnant, and i s  described as a 
spectrum QnnS of wideband observation noise 
in jec ted  at the  p i lo t ' s  pe rcep tua l  i npu t .  
Deta i l s  of these sampling and reconstruction models will be presented 
next. 
2. Concepts 
We w i l l  start with a tu tor ia l  in t roduct ion  to  the  bas ic  concepts ,  in  order  
t o  show which properties of measured s igna ls  w i l l  t e l l  us most about the type 
and degree of s igna l  sampling and reconstruction. 
The p r io r   i n - f l i gh t  and laboratory  research reviewed previously has 
shown t h a t  t h e  sampling of one instrument in a given array, has a de f in i t e  
average frequency and corresponding mean sampling interval, Ts. Although 
there  i s  appreciable variation around t h i s  mean sampling in te rva l ,  it i s  
ins t ruc t ive  to approximate this aperiodic sampling by almost-periodic 
sampling followed by sui table  s ignal  reconstruct ion.  Figures  3 and 
i l l u s t r a t e  some of the  e s sen t i a l  effects of sampling and reconstruction 
on the resul t ing descr ibing fbnct ion and remnant contributions.  
Let us consider impulsive sampling f irst  as i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  F i g .  3. 
This mathematically tractable case closely models t he  s i t ua t ion  when the  
dwell time, Td, i s  very short  compared with the sampling interval, T,. 
A s  shown i n  Fig. 3 ( b  and e) ,  the posi t ion,  and possibly some fract ion,  
R, of  the rate, are simultaneously sampled. 
ORIGINAL  SIGNAL : 
4 
SAMPLING: 
+ + Sampling Instants 
C Rate 
v 1 Samples 
v 
t 
RECONSTRUCTION: 
.i _. . 
Describing  function  component 
Original \ at  input frequency 
d 
With Linear 
( R  = . 5 )  
e Rate Weighting 
Figure 3 .  Basic Features of Linear Reconstruction 
Following Impulsive Samples of Position and Rate 
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ORIGINAL SIGNAL: 
SAMPLING : 
4 .c 1 L T s  d. Start of t Samples 
b /y<rDwell /" Finite  Sampl s  Dwel  
/ t T~ + T, 
\ 
RECONSTRUCTION 
Reconstructed escribing  Function Component 
Finite  Dwell 
Sampling 
Ts =o 
Remnant Contributions 
Finite Dwell plus 
Linear Reconstruction: 
R = O  
Finite  Dwell plus 
Linear  Reconstruction 
with  Rate  Weighting: 
R =.5 
Figure k .  Basic Features of F i n i t e  Dwell Sampling and Reconstruction 
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To i l lus t ra te  the  recons t ruc t ion  of a signal approximating the 
original,  let  us consider simple,  l inear reconstruction which consis ts  
of a se r i e s  of s t ra ight- l ine extrapolat ions of t he  sampled posi t ion plus  
a fract ion,  R, of the slope.  These are shown in l i n e s  d and e f o r  R = 0 
and R = O . 5 ,  respectively. This jagged reconstruction is  modeled  by a 
describing function output plus a remnant  component. For the  s inusoida l  
s igna l  ShoIM, the descr ibing funct ion i s  the fundamental Fourier component 
of the  waveform shown by the  dashed l i n e s .  This waveform contains  the 
same "area" as the  or ig ina l  s igna l ,  and it i s  phase delayed such that 
the  mean-squared e r ro r  between the fundamental waveform and the  recon- 
s t ructed s ignal  i s  a t  a minimum. Comparing the dashed l ine with the 
dot ted l ine represent ing the or iginal  s ignal ,  it can be seen that the  
reconstruction describing function will show a s m a l l  attenuation and 
appreciable time d e l w  compared with the or iginal  s ignal .  This  effect  
i s  t rue  in  gene ra l  when a zero-order hold i s  used. The jagged remnant 
contribution, shmm as the  shaded difference between the dashed and so l id  
curves, w i l l  r e s u l t   i n  a f a i r l y  broadband noise addition with most of i t s  
power a t  higher frequencies. Considering the fact that ac tua l  sampling i s  
not perfectly periodic,  it can be shmm t h a t  t h e  sampling and reconstruction 
remnant spectrum w i l l  be f a i r l y  broadband when averaged over an appreciable 
run length (Ref. 3 2 ) .  
The sampled rate information can be used t o  improve the reconstruction, 
as shmm i n  l i n e  e f o r  R = O . ' j  (extrapolated slope equals 0.5, the  t rue  
tangent).  Considering  the same fea tures  as before,  note  that:  the  des- 
scribing function magnitude i s  s l ight ly  higher  than the input ,  the effect ive 
sampling delay has been reduced t o  half of i t s  value for  R = 0 ,  and the  
remnant contribution i s  somewhat l e s s .  
These f i g u r e s  i l l u s t r a t e  a s i t ua t ion  where the  saJr;pl;.:?g frequency i s  
approximately four times the input frequency. It can readily be appre- 
c ia ted  from l i n e s  d and e of Fig. 3 t h a t  t he  remnant contribution would 
g r o ~  considerably, i f  t he  sampling frequency were reduced, i . e .  , 
increased. An ana ly t ica l  model f o r  t h i s  i s  given l a t e r .  
TS 
Fini te  dwell  sampling can appreciably help the sampling and recon- 
s t ruct ion process .  Some of the e s sen t i a l  f ea tu re s  a re  shown in  F ig .  4 
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where the same r a t i o  of sampling to  s ignal  f requency,  and a dwell  fraction, 
Td/Ts = 0.5, i s  i l l u s t r a t e d .  If no active reconstruction process i s  used i n  
the intersample interval,  the effective signal reconstruction i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  
on l i n e  c of Fig. 4. This i s  representat ive of a perceptual model vhich 
includes only switching from one display to another without any act ive 
recons t ruc t ion  in  the  in te rva l  between dwells. We c a l l  t h i s  Simple F in i t e  
Dwell  Sampling. The describing function i s  attenuated by the dwell- 
f rac t ion  (Td/Ts) .  There i s  - no reconstruction  delay,   but  there i s  
a very large remnant contr ibut ion.  In  fact ,  it i s  obviom from the 
shaded area of Fig. 4c that the average amplitude 05 sampling remnaqt 
will be proport ional  to  the rms s igna l  leve l .  
Using a combination of f i n i t e  dwell and linear reconst-ruction, 8 s  shom 
i n  l i n e s  d and e of Pig. 4, considerably reduces the remnaxt at the  expense 
of a small time delay due to  the reconstruct ion process .  By comparing the 
l as t  two l i n e s  i n  F i g s .  3 and 4 one can see that the use of modest dwell 
f r ac t ions  and rate-weighting can resu l t  in  exce l len t  s igna l  recons t ruc t ion ,  
even with t h i s  simple l inear reconstruction process.  
Other reconstruction schemes are  possible  (Refs.  47-49). By choosing 
a weighting function f o r  each sample other than a mere %old" or l i nea r  
extrapolation, a b e t t e r  f i t t i n g  r e c o n s t r u c t i o n  can of ten resul t .  Figure 5 
i l lust rates  these concepts .  A t  the  top of Fig. 5 i s  shown t r iangular  
weighting of impulsive position samples, wherein the height of an over- 
lapping ser ies  of t r i ang le s  i s  summed t o  give the reconstructed signal.  
The resulting straight-line approximation i s  a reasonable representation 
for  h igh  sampling r a t e s .  However, since one does not know the value of 
a sample u n t i l  it has been t aken ,  t h i s  scheme cannot be applied "on-line" 
without a penalty of a one-sampling-interval. delay. 
Nearly perfect signal reconstruction can be achieved through the use 
of "cardinal reconstruction", which i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  t h e  bottom half  of 
Fig. 5 (Refs. 6 and 49). The term I1cardinal"  refers  to  use of only the  
minimum essen t i a l  samples to  recons t ruc t  the  s igna l .  Line b of Pig. 5 
shows the complete cardinal weighting function which extends from minus- 
t o  p l u s - i n f i n i t y  around each sample. The resu l t ing  sum of these weighting 
f'unctions, as shown  on the  r igh t ,  i s  a newly  per fec t  representa t ion  of 
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Note : 
Sampling frequency 
Signal  frequency 
= 8:1 . . . . . . . Original  Signal - Reconstructed  Signal 
"- Describing Function 
A t 
t S 0 TS 2% 3Ts 
Weighting  Function  Reconstruction 
a. Trionguhr Weighflng on Position Samp/es 
7 -TS 0 TS t 
b. Comp/efe Cardinal Weighhng on Position Somp/es 
L t 
0 ' S  
c. Truncofed Cardinol Weighfhg on Posifion Samples 
x b -  0 TS 
I 
t 
0 
d. Truncofed Cardinal Weighfhg on Position and Rofe  Samp/es 
Figure 5 .  Triangular,  Cardinal, and Truncated  Cardinal 
Reconstruction from Impulsive Samples 
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the  s ignal ,  and very low sampling rates can be used t o  achieve good repro- 
duction. However, again, one does  not know the  impulses i n  advance t o  
properly weight the leading edge of the successive weighting functions. 
Line c shows a realist ically "truncated cardinal weighting f 'unction" on 
pos i t ion  samples only. Here, only the portion within one sampling in t e rva l  
i s  used. The resu l t ing  waveform i s  actual ly  not  as good as the  simple 
l inear  reconstruct ion sholM previously. However, i f  r a t e  samples a re  
weighted with position samples, each using appropriately derived c a r d i a a l  
weighting functions as shown i n   l i n e  d, a f a i r l y  good reconstruction can 
be obtained. A comparison between the l as t  t w q  l i n e s  of Figs. 3 and 5 
(allowing for the  higher  sampling rate  depicted in  Fig.  5 )  will show t h a t  
truncated cardinal reconstruction will, in  genera l ,  have a higher attenua- 
t ion  fac tor  than  l inear  recons t ruc t ion ;  a l i t t l e   l e s s   e f f e c t i v e  time delay 
(because the bulk of the weighting finction i s  a t  the beginning of the  
sampling in t e rva l ) ;  and e i t h e r  more or l e s s  remnant contribution, depending 
on whether or not rate weighting i s  used. 
Mathematical derivation and adaptation of the truncated cardinal 
weighting to  the  d isp layed  s igna l  recons t ruc t ion ,  i s  given i n  Refs. 6, 49, 
and 52, and wil not be repeated here. The analyses substantiate the 
poin ts  shown by the  foregoing  i l lus t ra t ions .  The foregoing discussion 
should form an adequate heurist ic basis t o  accept  the resul t ing analyt ical  
models which wil be presented next. 
3. Mathematical  Models  (Describing Function) 
In  general ,  the  descr ibing funct ion relat ing the reconstructed s ignal  
t o  t h e  o r i g i n a l  s i g n a l  will be a function of the type of sampling, 
and i t s  frequency, dwell time, and reconstruction weighting scheme. 
Two empirical observations make possible some s implif icat ion.  The f i r s t  
i s  t h a t  the scanning frequency i s  usual ly  appreciably greater  than the 
bandwidth of t h e  s i g n a l  t o  be reconstructed.  The second i s  tha t  the  ran-  
domization of the sampling intervals  renders  the sampling describing func- 
t i o n  ''fuzzy11 a t  high frequencies,  thereby justifying a simpler approximation, 
v a l i d  mainly at the lower frequencies of i n t e r e s t .  It has been found that 
the following simple form for the operator 's  perceptual describing fur.ction 
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appl ies  to all of the detailed mathematical models derived in Refs. 6 and 
49, and to the  experhenta l  da ta  i n  Ref. 7 as well. This model consis ts  
merely of a31 at tenuat ion factor ,  Kh, and ar? equivalent sampling-and- 
reconstruction t h e  delay, T ~ :  
yH ( j w )  Khe-jcuTs 
P 
fo r  LU << us ( o r  - )  ( 1 )  
Sampling- and- t y  
2Jr 
TS 
Reconstructed Signal Attenuation Displayed  Signal  Reconstruction  Delay 
The values of Kh and -rS depend on the scanning interval, Ts, the dwell 
I’raction, q = Td/Ts, the rate weighting, R, and the type of reconstruction 
weighting function. The a t tenuat ion  fac tor  and delays are  gzven i n  Table I .  
TABLE I 
SU4MA.RY OF -RECONSTRUCTION  DESCRIBING  FUNCTION  PARAMETERS 
( A t  frequencies much l e s s  t han  the  sampling frequency) 
TYPE  OF  RECONSTRUCTION 
Simple F i n i t e  Dwell Sampling 
Gain-Sletched, F i n i t e  Dwell 
( K1 during Td; K 2  otherwise) 
F i n i t e  Dwell with Linear 
Reconstmction 
F i n i t e  Dwell with Truncated 
Cardinal Reconstruction 
1.0 
1 DELAY, ‘ t s  
I 
0 I 
0.50( 1 - ? ) (  1 -R)T, I 
Note: Ts = Sampling  period; Td = Dwell time 
7 = Td/Ts = D w e l l  f ract ion;  R = Rate weighting 
The expressions in Table I ver i fy  the  poin ts  made in the previous 
sections in connection with Figs. 3 through 3, notably that dwell time 
and rate weighting tend to reduce the effective t ime delay and that trun- 
cated cardinal  reconstruct ion is  qui te  s imi la r  to  the  l inear  recons t ruc t ion .  
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Sampling Delay 
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TS 
/ Type of Reconstruction \Truncated 
Linear  Cardinal 
.5 
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.3 
.2 
.I 
0 
4 
37T 
- 
-1 
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 I .o 
Sampling Dwell  Fraction, 7 = Td/Ts 
Figure 6. Effects of Reconstruction on Sampling  Delay 
Typical delays are p lo t t ed  on Fig.  6 .  Perceptually, increased R recuires  
increased dwell time, and both contribute similar terms t o  reducing the 
effective reconstruction delay. Consequently,  modest  values  of  each  can 
eliminate most of the reconstruction delay and remnant. 
4. Sampling R e m n a n t  Model 
A s  discussed in the previous subsection on concepts, the sampling and 
reconstruct ion process  resul ts  in  the generat ion of  considerable  remnant 
parer  in  addi t ion  t o  the  f'undamental describing f'unction. We have a l s o  
noted that  the lack of per fec t  sampling per iodic i ty  smears out any sampling- 
harmonic peaks i n  t h e  remnant spectrum. These observations lead t o  a simple 
model for sampling remnant. The bas ic  model has already been presented i n  
Fig. 1 ,  and t h i s  i s  s implif ied f o r  closed-loop analysis t o  a modified cross- 
Over model, as shown i n  Sketch A .  Here, the at tenuat ion of  YH has been 
absorbed into the crossover gain, 'oc, and the  sampling remnant i s  modeled 
by an injected sampling noise, ns, having a spectrum, QnS.  The key assump- 
t i o n s  a r e  t h a t  t h e  sampling in t e rva l  i s  quasi-random and i s  uncorrelated 
Sketch A .  Model f o r  Sampling Remnant Computation 
with the displayed s ignal  level .  One might suspect that a la rger  e r ror  
s igna l  would be sampled more frequently,  but the meager evidence available 
does not offer any clear indication. It i s  obvious t h a t  t h e  feedback signal 
of the vehicle motion w i l l  contain low frequency sampling effects, and these 
i n   t u r n  will a f f e c t   t h e  sampling remnant on subsequent passes around the 
loop. "his phenomenon can lead  to  ca tas t rophic  sampling e r rors  under cer- 
tain conditions,  as will be shown below. 
Bergen (Ref. 51 ) has analyzed the output power spec t ra l  dens i ty  of an 
impulsive modulator whose sampling in t e rva l  va r i e s  randomly ( i n  a Poisson 
sense) about some  mean value, Ts. The to ta l  ou tput  spectrum turns  out to 
be equivalent to t h a t  of a continuous signal path (unity describing func- 
tion) with additive white noise (remnant), whose power spec t ra l  dens i ty  is  
propor t iona l  to  the product of T s  and the  mean-square value of t he   s igna l  
x( t)  i n t o  t h e  sampler. Thus, the  remnant power spectrum* for random 
-impulsive sampling i s  : 
- 
" 
Qnns(w) A 'r Tse* ; ( e r r o r   u n i t s )  2 /rad/sec ( 2 )  
x 
'While Bergen used two-sided integrals and power/Hz i n  h i s  derivations,  
we shall use one-sided definitions and power/rad/sec for consistency with 
other remnant invest igators :  
where the   un i t s  of are  units2/ra&/sec.  
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Based on Bergen's approach and previous work on f ini te-dwell  per iodic  
sampling (Refs. 47 and 30) ,  Clement has recently developed a theo re t i ca l  
model f o r  quasi-random sampling with a constant average dwell time, Td 
(Ref.  '32). The sampling intervals have a lower bound, To, which constrains 
the i r   va r i ab i l i t y   abou t  rs t o  less   than  the  purely random case as To - Ts. 
For a wide range of in te rva l  d i s t r ibu t ions ,  a l l  represented by one of t h e  
Pearson Type I11 modified gamma functions, a remarkably similar expression 
t o  Eq. 2 r e s u l t s   [ h e r e ,   x ( t )  = e(  t )  ] f o r  quasi-random finite-dwell sampling 
remnant a t  frequencies well below the average sampling frequency: 
- 
Thus t he  low-frequency scanning remnant level i s  reduced by both increased 
dwell time (via 1 - q )  and by increased 6 (which constrains  the sampling 
i n t e r v a l   v a r i a b i l i t y   i n   p r o p o r t i o n   t o  1 - 6 ) .  
The closed-loop net error spectrum (Dee i s  composed of one p a r t  Qee i 
( l inear ly  cor re la ted  wi th  the  input  via t h e   d e s c r i b i n g   h c t i o n )  and 
another part (Dee, (due to  the  uncor re l a t ed  sampling remnant in jec t ion) ,  
each shaped by a closed-loop describing function, (e/i) or ( e/ns), 
respect ively.  
@een 
Integrat ion gives  the mean-square e r ror :  
- 
e2 
S 
The appearance of e* on both sides of the equat ion resul ts  in  t h e  f i n a l  
expression: 
I 
Here, the   t ransfer   func t ion  Ie/ns I ( jcu) i s  equal  to  the closed-loop t ransfer  
f i ne t ion  I m / i  I ( j w )  . 
The ?ac tor  in  cur ly  brackets i s  greater  than 1 .O and can become i n f i n i t e  
i f  t he  denominator sum (denoted by As) goes t o  z e r o .  This shows that the  
average closed-loop error induced by sampling remnant can increase without 
bound when As -0, even though the loop s t ructure  i s  dynamically stable! 
This  effect  i s  c a l l e d  " i n s t a b i l i t y  i n  t h e  mean-squared error sense," and 
it i s  governed by an equation similar t o  the determinant of closed-loop 
dynamic s tabi l i ty .  Notice  that As is  independent  of the input  spectrum. 
Another in te rpre ta t ion  of t h i s   e f f e c t  i s  t o  n o t e  t h a t  t h e  r a t i o  o f  
input-correlated-to-total-power in the error i s  just  the average error  
power coherence, p$ = e:/e2 = As. Thus, e r ro r  coherence A, i s  a good 
f igure of merit  f o r  the detr imental  effects  of sampling. 
- "
Using the  modified crossover model t o   c a l c u l a t e  I e/ns I ( jw )  , values 
f o r  As have been computed i n  Ref. 52 fo r  a range of dwell-fractions, 
sampling intervals, and loop gains; a l l  normalized with respect t o   t h e  
to t a l  e f f ec t ive  t ime  de lay :  -re = Qe + z s .  Three graphs a r e  shown i n  
Fig. 7, i l l u s t r a t i n g  t h e  e f f e c t s  of dwell  fraction, sampling frequency, 
and v a r i a b i l i t y  on the  sampling coherence. Also given on t h e  r i g h t  i s  
the  mul t ip l ie r ,  l /AsJ  between ( t o t a l )  sampled and unsampled mean-square 
e r rors .  For the finite-dwell sampling assumed here, it i s  apparent that 
t h e  sampled e r ro r  can exceed by severalfold the continuous value unless 
large dwell  fractions and sampling frequencies are employed. Figure 7c 
a l s o  shows that  decreasing sampling variabil i ty rapidly improves p$. 
- 
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Figure 7. Effects  of Random Finite-Dwell  Sampling on Closed-Loop Error  Coherence 
In  an effor t  to coalesce the effects  of the  severa l  var iab les ,  a 
unifying parameter combination was sought. One such combination appears 
i n  several  der ivat ions foi- finite-dwell sampling and w i l l  be termed the  
"Sampling Frequency Parameter" S: 
s =  (7 )  
Wc( 1 - 7)  
where: ws/w, = r a t i o  of sampling-to-crossover frequencies 
7 = Td/Ts = dwell  f ract ion 
"
Denoting the average nonfixated period by Tn=Ts-Td,  and the crossover 
period. as PC = 2rr/cuc, algebraic manipulation of t he  above expression gives 
the simpler expression: S = Pc /T~ .  !!%is suggests a simple physical meaning 
f o r  S, as t h e  r a t i o  of the crossover period relative to t h e  time-away from 
the display.  This r a t i o  should be large to minimize scanning remnant 
effects. Dotted curves of constant S have  been put on Fig. 7a, b, c .  
For reasonable combinations of dwell fraction, sampling frequency, and 
sampling variance, these computations show that  values  of S between 4 
and 8 are  required t o  keep sampling remnant within reasonable bounds. 
" _  
The e f fec t s  of crossover gain on the net  errors  with random f i n i t e -  
dm11 sampling were a l s o  computed in Ref. 52. In addition to t he  normal 
influence of input bandwidth, q, time delay -ce and galh oc, there  are 
complex addi t iona l  e f fec ts  due t o  dwell and sampling in t e rva l s  and 
sampling v a r i a b i l i t y .  A typical  case i s  sketched i n  Pig. 8, f o r  
continuous versus sampled loop closures. Notice t ha t  sampling e f f e c t s  
error 
input 
0. 
(sa,) 
.c 
Figure 8. 
1.0 
I 
I U Optimal - 
) I  Gain 
3 Crossover Gain Max 
Sketch of Scanning Implications on Gain and Performance 
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penal ize  t racking performance two ways: by reducing the permissible 
crossover gain, and by adding the sampling remnant. 
D o  EXPERIMENTAL lMPLICATION6 
If these simple analytical models f o r  sampling and reconstruction can 
be validated experimentally, then we will have a powerfW t o o l  for  under- 
standing, analyzing, and predict ing performance of multi-instrument dis- 
plays.  Three aspects should be tested; ver i fying the basic assumptions, 
observing if the  predic ted  qua l i ta t ive  in te rac t ions  between sampling aEd 
loop closure variables occur, and checking the accuracy of the  computed 
performance curves. 
The following key assumptions must be checked: 
1 . Do di f fe ren t  p i lo t s  adopt  the  same average 
scanning, sampling, and reconstruction strategy? 
2. Are the sampling intervals randomly d is t r ibu ted  
about some mean value? 
3. Is the  sampling frequency high enough t o  j u s t i f y  
a describing f'unc-t;ion representation? 
4 .  Does the  form of the perceptual  descr ibing 
function f i t  Eq. 1 ? 
5 .  Is the  sampling  remnant  broadband? 
6. To what extent  does reconstruction take place 
between f ixa t ions?  
In  r ega rd  to  the  last item, there  are two more-or-less a l t e rna t ive  
s t r a t eg ie s  which t h e  human might adopt: simple-finite-dwell-sampling 
versus  finite-dwell-sampling-with-reconstruction.  Table I1 points  up 
some of the theoret ical  implicat ions of each. Because of conflicting 
t radeoffs  between remnant, time delays, and the perceptxlal  recomtruction 
"load," it i s  not y e t   p o s s i b l e   t o  " a p r io r i   s e l ec t   t he   l i ke ly   r econs t ruc t ion  
mode. 
To t e s t   t h e  accuracy of the crossover model computations, one 
must force a range of perceptual scanning behavior, covering independent 
variations in scanning frequency, dwell time, ifiput bandwidth,  and 
None ( continuous) 
R > > O  X I 0  R > > O  R - 0  Finite-Dwell  plus 
Large S m a l l  Low Simple F in i t e  Dwell 
Small S m a l l  High 
Reconstruction Large S m l  Medium Small 
- 
Medium 
crossover  frequency. Measurements o f  f i xa t ion  s t a t i s t i c s  and 
describing functions are necessary, as wel l  as overall performance. 
We now have an empirical, conceptual and theoret ical  foundat ion 
on which to construct the experimental  program, t o  be described next. 
. .  
SECTION I11 
ExPwlMENTAL P R O W  
A .  PURPOSE 
One object ive of the present  research i s  t o   o b t a i n  a sorely lacking 
data base for the basic sampling and reconstruction processes and r e m a n t  
changes occurring when a p i l o t  i s  required to scafi and sample complex 
displays.  The experiments  include  the  investigation of in te rac t ions  
between scanning and sampling, and t h e  r o l e  of parafoveal vision on 
scanning effectiveness in a high worklaad environment. 
B. APPROACH 
The experiments were conducted in three phases: 
1 .  Prel iminary tes ts  were performed t o  determine the 
bes t  means for inducing realist ic scanning by the 
p i l o t s .  
2.  A t r a in ing  phase was conducted to s t ab i l i ze  the  
subject 's scanning behavior and t o   r e v e a l   t h e  most 
f rui t ful  experimental  condi t ions.  
3. Data were col lected i n  a formal experiment. 
C. TRACKING TASKS 
The p i lo t / subjec t  s primary task was tracking with a compensatory 
display and a f irst  order (K/s) controlled element as shown in Figs .  9 
and 10. The K/s controlled elenent was chosen to minimize the  opera tor ' s  
adaptation requirements under nonscanning conditions, since past 
research has shown tha t  l ead  or lag equal izat ion i s  minimal in th is  
case.  Controlled  element  effects were - not a factor  in  these  experiments.  
I n p u t   f o r c i n g   k c t i o n s  of  three different  bandwidths were used. 
The inputs were composed of eight norharmonically spaced sine waves 
with amplitudes shaped according to a double-lag, double-lead spectral 
envelope. The l ine  spec t r a  of the 0.5, 1, and 2 rad/sec bandwLdth LrLputtS 
used in  the  eqer i rnent  a re  shown in  F ig .  1 1  . The root mean-square amplitude 
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Figure 1 1 .  Forcing  Function  Input  Spectrum  Envelope 
of the displayed input was s e t  a t  a i = l . O  cm. Table I11 gives the input 
frequencies and Table IV describes the spectral envelope parameters of the 
three  inputs .  The second-order  lag/lead  envelope was chosen: 1 )  t o  pro- 
vide a main input band plus a shelf-l ike extension; 2) t o  avoid the sharp 
shelf  discont inui ty  which has caused data reduction artifacts in  some pas t  
experiments; 3) t o  have an analytically tractable envelope for computation; 
and 4 )  to permit shaping of a prerecorded sum-of-unit-sinusoids input 
tape by an eas i ly  mechanized f i l t e r .  
T A B U  I11 
FORCING FUNCTION INPUT SINE WAVES 
ComNmTS I (rad/sec) FREQUENCY 
1 0.314 
0.503 
0.81 6 
1.19 
1 -89 
2.89 
4.76 
7.35 
NUMBER OF 
CYCLES IN 100 SEC 
5 
8 
13 
19 
30 
46 
76 
117 
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TABLE I V  
INPUT FORCING FUNCTION SPECTRAL  ENVELOPE 
I FORCING FUI\TCTION SPECTRAL WELOPE: I 
Forcing Function 
Frequency Frequency Bandwidth 
Lead Break Lag Break 
(rad/sec)  
1 
6.3 2 2 
6.3 1 
Two secondary tasks were t r i e d   t o   f o r c e   t h e   p i l o t / s u b j e c t   t o  
r ea l i s t i ca l ly  scan  and  sample the primary task display. The f i r s t  
attempt t o  induce scanning used a s igna l  l i gh t  3 deg t o   t h e   l e f t  of 
t he  main task  d isp lay .  The l igh t  tu rned  on and off i n  a random sequence 
and the subject  was i n s t ruc t ed  to  look  a t  it when it was on. This method 
of forcing scanning behavior met with limited success , as will be explained 
la te r .  F ina l ly ,  a secondary control task was employed t h a t  demanded the  
subjec t ' s  a t ten t ion  in  a more na tu ra l  manner. An experienced instrument 
p i l o t  vas used to  help develop a r e a l i s t i c  scanning situation. 
The secondary control  task required the subject  to  s tabi l ize  an 
unstable  f i rs t -order  control led element  with no forcing function other than 
h i s  scanning  remrant, as shown i n  F i g .  9. The secondary  task  display was 
placed 30 deg t o   t h e   l e f t  of the  main task  d isp lay  so as t o   r e q u i r e  a 
definite scanning action by the subject  i n  order  to  cont ro l  bo th  tasks .  
The subject  control led the secondary task with his  lef t  hand by manipulating 
a small s ide  s t i ck .  Reference 53 descr ibes  this  technique in  more d e t a i l .  
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"he s ide task vas designed to  te rmina te  the  run if' the  e r ro r  exceeded 
the display lihits, thus placing a small performance demand, but a la rge  
motivational demand,  on the subject .  
The a t t en t iona l  demand of the  s ide  task could be varied by changing 
the time constant of the unstable controlled element. A decrease in the  
time constant, TI (or  increase  in  X = I / T x )  decreases the time at  which 
the  e r ror  d iverges  to  the  d isp lay  limits, so t h a t  the subject  must pay 
more frequent  a t tent ion to the secondary task in  order  to  prevent  
termination of the run. 
Two categories of eqe r imen ta l  measurements  were made: ( 1 )  online 
measures computed during the run and recorded a t  the  end of each run, and 
( 2 )  measures obtained through d i g i t a l  computer analysis  of data tape 
recorded during the experiment. 
The online measures given i n  Table V were used f o r  two purposes: 
( 1 ) t o  analyze the scanning process adopted by the pilot/subjects aEd 
de temine  the  performance in te rac t ion  between the primary and secondary 
tasks, and ( 2 )  to indicate  which experimental t r ia l s  would y i e ld  the  most 
f r u i t f i l  r e s u l t s  frox t h e   d i g i t a l  data analysis .  
!i'he measurements obtained through digital conrputer ana lys i s  a r e  a l so  
given i n  Table V. The d i g i t a l  computation  measures are  divided into 
three  general   categories:  ( 1 )  s t a t i s t i c s ,  (2 )  describing  functions,  and 
(3)  raw power spectra  and power spectra  with remnant averaged over 
frequency bands between input correlated components. 
A s  noted f ~ o x  Table V, the describing flznction measures give a 
fa i r ly  conple te  descr ip t ion  of the  open-loop and closed-loop response 
of the main task  cont ro l  system, i n   a d d i t i o n   t o   y i e l d i n g   t h e   p i l o t ' s  
frequency response, closed-loop remnant, and correlated error. 
Tracking Station. The top view of the  t racking  s ta t ion  shown i n  F i g .  10 
gives the important dimensions of the experimental equipment and layout.  
Easically,  the same setup and p i l o t s  were used as in Ref. 44. The main 
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TABLE V 
EXPERDENTAL  MEASURES 
ONLINE MEASURFS 
Sempling Behavior 
Q DTunber of scans per 100 sec tr ial  ( 100 3,) 
8 Integrated main task dwell time per 100 sec trial ( 100 Td/Ts \ 
Performance Measures (Main and Secondary Tasks ) A  
Absolute Integrated Error per 100 see trial ( 100 m) 
8 Absolute Integrated Control Action per 100 sec trial ( 100 m! 
DIGITAL DATA ANALYSIS  IMEASURES 
" 
S t a t i s t i c s  
8 Sampling  and dwell-time  histograms 
0 Amplitude and Firs t  Difference Probabi l i ty  Distr ibut ion 
Histograms f o r  e r r o r  and controller output signals 
8 Input correlated and t o t a l  mean-square value of e r ro r  and 
controller output signals 
Spectra 
Complete s ignal  spectra  
0 Signal spectra with remnant averaged between input correlated 
components 
Describing Functions 
d Error-to-input  describing  function [E( j u ) / I (  jb) ] 
@ Open-loop describing function [YpYc = M ( j u ) / E ( j w ) ]  
Pi lot  descr ibing funct ion assuming normalized controlled element 
gain [Yp = C(jcu)/E(jcu),  where Ye = l / s ]  
8 Closed-loop describing function [M( j&)/I( jcc) ] 
*A bias  type nonl inear i ty  near nul.1 in the  absolute  value c i r c u i t  was 
discovered following the progran. Therefore, le1 and IC( measures may be 
i n  e r r o r  at t h e  smallest levels recorded. 
- 
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t ask  d isp lay  was a 5- in .  CRT oscilloscope with a re t ic le  des ign  as shown 
in Fig.  10. A polarized viewer was placed over the CRT r e t i c l e  to reduce 
re f lec t ions  of the surround. The display cursor w a s  generated by applying 
a 500 Hz s ine  wave voltage to the  horizontal  sweep of the oscilloscope, so 
that the display could be interrupted, or "blanked, 'I by removing t h i s  
exci ta t ion  vol tage.  
The main t a sk  hand control  was a finger operated, Tairly st iff ,  spring 
res t ra ined  s ide  s t ick  wi th  minimal f r ic t ion ,  v i scous  damping, and i n e r t i a .  
The s t i ck  cha rac t e r i s t i c s  a re  l i s t ed  in  F ig .  10 along with the display/ 
control  gain.  
Two types of s ide  task  d isp lay  were used. For the forced scanning t r i a l s  
the s ide task consis ted of a randomly i l lumina ted  p i lo t  light with a red cover 
glass .  In  the natural  scanning tes ts  the l ight  was replaced by the  secondary 
cont ro l  task  d isp lay .  The display was a Weston m i c r o m e t e r  meter with a 
white face design shown in  F ig .  10. A f i r s t -o rde r  l ead  c i r cu i t  was used to 
compensate for  the  meter ' s  dynamic lag through the crossover frequency region. 
The secondary task display face was dark under ambient room l ight ing.  This  
"blanked" state was achieved by a pa i r  of p o l a r i z i n g  f i l t e r s  i n  f ront  of t he  
d i a l .  The display could be illuminated by instrument  l ights  mounted between 
the  d isp lay  and p o l a r i z i n g  f i l t e r s .  Thus, t he  secondary display information 
could be interrupted by merely switching off the display illumination. 
A f inger operated,  spring restrained hand control  was used for  cont ro l l ing  
the secondary task. The cont ro l ' s  charac te r i s t ics  and the display/control 
gain are given in Fig.  10. Both displays were of high contrast and about 
equally prominent. The CRT l i n e  and side task meter needle were the  same 
length and thickness.  Seldom was more than one saccade necessary to fixate 
each display. 
Eye Movement Instrumentation. The p i lo t / sub  jec t '  s scanning behavior was 
determined through continuous measurement of eye movements with a Biosystems 
Model SGHV-2 eye movement monitor. The monitor includes infrared sensing of 
t he  boundary of the cornea and sclera,  using l ightweight sensors mounted on 
a spectacle frame. The SGHV-2 yields  vol tages  proport ional  to eye posi t ion 
in  bo th  the  ve r t i ca l  and horizontal  planes.  Because the displays for  the 
two tasks used in this experiment were i n  a horizontal  plane the ver t ical  
sensor axis was not used. 
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The main purpose was t o  determine wnether the subject was looking a t  
the secondary task d i s p l a y  ( l e f t )  or  the pr imary task display (r ight) .  
Preliminary tr ials indicated that  a l though the subjects  moved t h e i r  head 
s l ight ly  while  t racking and scanning, the eye movement signal alone could 
c l ea r ly   d i f f e ren t i a t e  between f ixa t ions  on t h e   l e f t  and r igh t  d i sp lays .  
Thus head movement was n e i t h e r   a r t i f i c i a l l y   r e s t r a i n e d  nor measwed. 
To deny parafoveal viewing of the nonfixated display in  one se t  of 
conditions, it w a s  switched off while the display t o  be f ixa ted  was 
switched on as the  eye movement signal passed the halfway point.  !Ems, 
the desired display was always "there" when f ixated,  yet  the blanking 
per  se  could  not  be  detected. 
"
Simulation Equipment. The control loop dynamics  and o"dine  performance 
" -" " - 
measures were  mechanized on a conventional analog computer. The various 
t racking loop s ignals  and a 40 Hz d ig i t i z ing  s igna l  were FM tape-recorded 
( a t  1-7/8 in . / sec  and 1.6875 KHz center frequency) on a Minneapolis 
Honeywell Model 7600 tape recorder.  
The main task input forcing functions and 40 Hz dig i t iz ing  s igna l  
were recorded on and replayed from an Ampex FL-100 tape loop machine with 
Honeywell 7600 record/reproduce electronics. The inputs were generated 
by summing s ine  witves t h a t  had been precisely generated on a d i g i t a l  
computer, converted t o  analog form i n  synchronism with the prerecorded 
40 Hz d ig i t i z ing  s igna l  and recorded on a master input "repertory" tape. 
The o r ig ina l  40 Hz d ig i t i z ing  s igna l  wits also recorded on th i s  r epe r to ry  
tape and formed the t ime base for a l l  subsequent data processing. Thus, 
low frequency tape speed variations and drifts were removed as a source 
of t iming errors .  
D ig i t a l ly  computed spectra  and d e s c r i b i n g   h c t i o n s  were obtained by 
d ig i t iz ing  the  FM analog signals and using selected BOMM language sub- 
routines (Ref.  54) on a CDC-3600 d i g i t a l  computer. 
F. PILOTS 
Two l ight  plane pi lots  with previous t racking research experience 
were employed as subjects,  Ref. 3. A resume of their  f lying experience 
i s  given in Table V I .  The p i lo t / subjec ts  had previously performed i n  
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PILOT SUBJECT  STATISTICS 
PILOT AGE AERONAUTICAL TOTAL FLIGHT M S  mUDmi T RATMGS HOURS HOURS 
1 175 2, so0 Commexial; 23 
(RH) ins t ruc tor ;  
Instrument 
2 ,;0 1 ; TOO Instructor ;  21: 
(m> I.iulti-engine; 
Instrument 
over 100 2-min tracking tr ials involving K/s and !;;'s'' controlled elements 
in both compensatory and pursui t  display dy-namics, and had reached asymptotic 
performance on the apparatus.  
Forced Scanning. The f irst  attempt a t  inducing scaming behavior in 
the  p i lo t / subjec ts  was t o  have them look 30 deg away from the primary 
display a t  a "d is t rac t ion  l igh t"  when t h i s  l i g h t  was "on." The d is t rac-  
t i o n  was commanded a t  random intervals,  having a mean io t e rva l  of' 0.7 sec 
ard a standard deviation of 0 - 2  sec.  The o f f - t h e  of t he  l i gh t  was held 
constant a t  0 . 5  sec which w a s  f e l t  t o  be long enough t o  allow the subject 
t o  directly perceive error displacement and r a t e  on the main task display.  
A t yp ica l  t h e  h i s to ry  from a t racking tr ial  i s  shown in  F ig .  12 .  Note 
that the subject 's  eye-point-of-regard (EPR) correlates  very poorly vi th  
the conmanded sampling behavior. The p i l o t s  claimed that forced scanning 
was extremely unnatural and d i f f i cu l t  t o  fo l low.  It was concluded t h a t  
scanning would have t o  be induced naturally in order t o  obtain meaningfbl 
r e s u l t s  . 
Natural Scanning. To induce natural  scanning the pilotjsubject was 
required to s t a b i l i z e  an unstable secondary axis of control,  as described 
in  Sect ion I i I . C ,  in  addi t ion  to the primary tracking task.  The subjects 
were in s t ruc t ed  to  minimize the Pain display error:  but no performance 
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c r i t e r i o n  was placed on the  s ide  task  o ther  than  to  keep error  within 
the display l h i t s  in  order  to  avoid terminat ing the run.  
By using various combinations of main task input bandwidth (wi = 0 . 5 ,  - 
1,  or 2 rad/sec) and s ide  t a sk  in s t ab i l i t y  ( X  = 0.5,  1 ,  and, 2 rad) ,  it was 
found t h a t  a wide range of scanning rates and dwell times could be 
iwoked in  a l l  subjects. This i s  a useful technique since it permits 
t e s t i n g  of the  theore t ica l  models over a range of subject-governed 
scanning policy. 
Blanking of Parafoveal Information. In  order  to  assess  the  importance 
of parafoveal cues on tracking behavior while scanning, eitk-er the main 
task or  secondaxy task  d isp lay  was blanked out when it was not being 
foveal ly  viewed  by the subject .  The subjects  did not  f ind this  condi t ion 
too disconcerting. Some changes i n  performance and scanning behavior were 
caused by the display blanking, so th i s  condi t ion  was included i n  the  formal 
experiment. 
Blanking t o  Prevent Direct Rate Perception. To deny the subjects  
d i rec t  e r ror  ra te  percept ion  from the  main task display, an attempt was 
made t o  apply a zero-order hold t o   t h e  main t a sk   e r ro r  when the subject  
foveally viewed the  main task display.  The subjects  commented t h a t  t h i s  
was a completely unnatural condition because it denied them immediate 
feedback on t h e i r  main task control response. This condition probably 
opened up the internal st imulus/response loop in the subjects,  involving 
proprioceptive feedback, and they found it very disconcerting. 
A successfu l  a l te rna t ive  was t o   t r u n c a t e   t h e  main task  d isp lay  ''on1' 
time, thereby limiting the perceptual dwell time. Under this  condi t ion 
the subject was s t i l l  allowed t o  choose h i s  own scanning policy; however, 
the nonfixated display wits blanked and in   addi t ion   the  main display 
information was only presented for 0.25 see. This value was selected 
on the  bas i s  of previous work showing an eye movement refractory t ime on 
th i s  order ,  and on the  bas i s  of the minimal time f o r  an accurate judgment 
of analog posit ion to be made (Ref. 44) thereby allowing no time for a 
judgpent of e r r o r  r a t e  t o  be made. The subjects were a b l e  t o  accommodate 
this  condi t ion and offered the comment that the  main task display cursor 
appeared as though it "jumped" from one sample to the next.  This technique 
formed the fourth sampling treatment in the formal experiment. 
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Parafoveal Tracking. Tracking with pure parafoveal viewing [eye 
f ixa ted  3 deg from the display)  was a lso  tes ted  in  the  pre l iminary  
experiment. The subjects  were told to continuously observe the side 
task display while performing the main t a sk  ( the  s ide  task was not 
being performed). Performance was severely degraded over foveal 
tracking, as found i n  Ref. 7.  The subjects  commented that  during 
pure parafoveal tracking they lost t rack  of the zero r e f e r e x e   l i n e .  
This was  evident in the oscil lograph recordings of the  e r ror  s igna l  
which exhibi ted large random drifts. This e f f e c t  ms minimized by 
carefu l ly  l in ing  up the zero reference l ines of both displays in the 
same horizontal  plane and placing a zero reference marker midway betweer? 
the displays.  We decided to  include pure parafoveal  t racking i n  t5e foveal 
eqeriment,  both as a t i e - i n  with the research of Levison ar?d Elkind, and 
t o  a s s e s s  t h e  importance of parafoveal cues in our experinental  context.  
Pilot Dither. Some s t i ck  "d i the r "  i n  the  p i lo t s '  na in  task cont ro l  
movements was noted during preliminary parafoveal tracking. Dither was 
also apparent  in  some of the scanning conditions. When questioned, the 
p i lo t s  r ep l i ed  tha t  d i the r  enhanced parafoveal perception because the 
display cursor moved more quickly." Since dither was not  used routinely 
by p i l o t s  i n  f l i g h t ,  and because it would interfere with the Fourier 
analysis  measures t o  be  app l i ed  to  the  da t a ,  t he  p i lo t s  were asked t o  
minimize t h e i r   d i t h e r .  
H, TRc1IXING ON THE NATURAL BCANNING TASK 
Trainirlg on the natural  scanning task was star ted before  the design 
of the formal eqeriment was completed, because cer ta in  condi t ions  tha t  
were extremely diff icul t  a t  the beginning yielded useful  resul ts  when 
t ra ined .  
Table VI1 gives the number of two-minute t racking t r i a l s  performed 
by each of the 2ilot/subjects for various experimental  conditions.  
The to t a l  t r a in ing  t ime  017 conditions requiring scanning exceeds 
2- 1 / 2  hours. 
'Parafoveal perception i s  more sens i t ive   to   ra te   than   d i sp lacement  
when conpared with foveal  perception. 
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NTUjG3ER OF T'A'O-MINUTE TRAINING TRIALS 
AT VARIOUS EXPERIMENTfiL CONDITIONS 
SCPITTNING COWIGURATION 
I No Scanning Pure Foveal Viewing ' T r '  
No Scallning 
Pure Farafoveal View "p" 
 x = 0.5 Natural Scaming t r i th  Parafoveal A = 1 Viewing Ulowed "SP" x = 2  
x = 0.7 
N&xral Scanning 
vith Parafoveal 
Cues Rlanked 
"SB" r. = 2 
Natural Scanning 
v i t h  Parafoveal 
Cues Blanked and 
Main Task Dwell 
Truncated to 1 - 1  
0.2:' see. "SB. 251' 
= o. ~ 
PILOT-SUBnCT I 
No. 1 No. 2 I 
T;-alk-ing resu l t s  ind ica ted  tha t  the  pi lots  sanpling behavior and 
tracking perfo-mame had reached s t ab le   l eve l s   p r io r  to t he  formal 
experimental t r ials.  31e p i l o t s  comlented tha t  t he  combination of 
exercise and lexmed technique czused only nominal eye fat igue.  
I. EXPEXIMENTAL DESIGN 
Design. ~ i g u r e  13 gives a resuIpc of the cxperbental  condi t ions 
used i~ t he  formal experiment. On the  bas i s  of r e s u l t s  from the  t ra in ing  
phase it vms decided to use tllc cornbination of 1 .O rad/sec main task input 
1. 
COhiIC-ITitn.TIO?T 
SCA.I!mmG MODE TASK VARIABLES C O W  
Secondary 2 
NO scanning; full continuous 
Instability foveal viewing of main t a s k  
display (rad /set) 5 
None Task 't- F 
.5 1 2 wi 
Main Task Input  Bandwidth  (rad/sec) 
2. No scaming; contirzuous  para- 
foveal viewing ( 30' off-fovea) 
of main task display 
3 .  Natural  scaming,  with  para- 
foveal perception of non- 
f ixated display 
4.  Natural  scanning, with non- 
f ixated  display  blapked  to  
preclu.de parafoveal 
u t i l i z a t i o n  
3 .  Natural  scarmir?g, with non- 
f ixa ted   d i sp lay  blenlced and 
the  rcair, dis-olay blavked a f t e r  
0.25  sec t o  prec1ud.e r a t e  
perception 
None 
.5 I 2 w i  
i / ,  p ,  
.5 
None 
.5 I 2 wi  
Main Task Input Bandwidth 
P 
SP 
SB 
B.25 
Figure 13. Experimental  Design 
bandwidth and secondary task i n s t a b i l i t y  of 1.0 rad/sec as the standard 
scanning condition in the blanked, unblanked and truncated main task 
dwell display configurations. Various other combinations of main task 
input bandxidth and s ide  task i n s t a b i l i t y   x e r e   i x h d e d  t o  determine 
the inf luence of these parameters. 
Full foveal viewing of the  main task was used as the reference 
condition from which the changes due t o  scanning could be compared. 
Table VI11 gives the order  in  which the experimental conditions were 
administered t o  the  subjec ts .  Two rep l ica t ions  were run for each condi- 
t ion,  and the presentation order was counterbalanced between the two 
subjects .  The large number of experimental conditions necessitated 
presenting them 
equal number of 
FTocedure, 
i n  two sessions, so a31 attempt was made t o  present an 
easy and d i f f i cu l t  cond i t ions  in  each session. 
The formal experimental t r ials were conducted i n  t w o  
2-1/2  hour sessions for each subject .  Two warm-up runs were given a t  
the beginning of each session, consisting of a base foveal tracking 
condition and a condition requiring scanning. Each experimental condi- 
t i o n  was repl icated twice.  A t  the midpoint of each session the subjects  
were given a 1 0  min break. Each t racking run lasted about 2- 1 /2 min. 
!The last 2 min were tape  recorded  for  d ig i ta l  data analysis, while the 
online performance measures were obtained over t he  last 100 sec of each 
trial. 
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TABLE 
EXPERIMXNTAL  COlvDITION  PRESENTATION ORDER 
W I N  TASK 
IPPUT 
BANDWIDTH 
(mi ) 
DAY 1 
SCANNING 
CONFIGURATION 
CODE 
SIDE TASK 
I N S T A E X L I T I  
(1) 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
0.5 
1 
2 
F 
P 
SP 
SB 
S B . 3  
Break 
SB 
SB 
SB 
SP 
- 
- 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
0 - 5  
1 
2 
2 
0.5 
1 
1 
1 
0.5 
0.5 
F 
F 
SP 1 
SB 1 
- 
- 
B r e a k  
SP 2 
SP 0.5 
P 
F 
- 
- 
DAY 2 
TASK SCAiWING SIDE TASK 
INPUT CONFIGURATION  INSTABILI’L? 3AiiwIDT-l-l CODE 
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SECTION IV 
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
This chapter contains various presentations of on-line and reduced 
describing Lrlction data and some statist ical  analyses between cer ta in  
var iab les .  Hotrever, the  in te rac t ions  between these experimental  variables 
and the result ing scanning and tracking performance a r e  so complex t h a t  
no simple data presentation can be made to c l a r i e  them. Consequently, 
correlation of the data with the theory of Section ii i s  de fe r r ed  to  
Section V. 
Fi r s t ,  t he  da t a  from on-line performance measurements w i l l  be reviewed, 
s ta r t ing  wi th  t h e  his tor ies ,  scanning s ta t is t ics ,  and  performance. The 
l a t t e r   h a l f  of the chapter contains describing fxmction measurements and 
rerrnant computations. 
1 . Typical Time Histories 
To obtain a f e e l  fo r  the types of display,  control,  uld scanning 
behavior being analyzed in these sections, consider the tmical time 
his tor ies  presented in  Figs .  14, 15, and 16. Figure 14 compares com- 
pensatory tracking when regarding the dis-glay with flill foveal a t ten t ion ,  
versus  the f'ull parafoveal case, where the subject  was loolring 30 deg to 
one s ide .  The eye movement t r ace  a t  the  bottom of Fig.  14 i s  not  the 
true eye-point-of-regard (EFT?) since it has not been corrected f o r  head 
movements, which cause the slow drifts noted thereon. fitevertheless, 
the  eye movements show tha t  the  subjec t  d id  no t  look a t  the main display 
under the full parafoveal condition. The quick pulses on the  EPR t r ace  
are blinks,  as noted thereon. The sa l i en t  po in t s  to be gleaned from 
Fig. 1 4  a re  as follows: 
I 
e The er ror  ma con t ro l  s igna l s  a r e  f a i r ly  random- 
looking and probably have a reasonably Gaussian 
d is t r ibu t ion .  
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Parafoveal-case error is subs tan t ia l ly   l a rger  
than the foveal  case (note  the increased scale) .  
e I n  e i ther   case,   the   control   s ignal  i s  f a i r l y  
continuous and roughly proportional t o   t h e   e r r o r  
s igna l  . 
e There  appears t o  be less  high-frequency  control 
act ivi ty  in  the parafoveal  case,  with a tendency 
t o  l a r g e r ,  more d iscre te  cont ro l  ac t ions .  
The above r e s u l t s  are consistent with a quasi-l inear tracking model 
involving substantially lower effective gain ilz the parafoveal si tuation, 
as t r i l l  be shown by the describing f 'unction data. These da t a  ve r i fy  the  
pioneer work in  Ref. 7 which indicated that continuous parafoveal tracking 
was possible .  
The t ime history shown in  P ig .  15 compares na tura l  and blanked- 
scanning behavior for one p i l o t .  The main task e r ro r  and cont ro l  a re  
shom at  the top, the eye-point-of-regard a t  the  middle, and the  s ide  
t a sk  e r ro r  and control  a t  t h e  bottom. Regarding t h e  s i d e  t a s k  f i r s t ,  
it can be seen tha t  the  e r ror  tends  to  d iverge  of f -sca le  unless  pre-  
vented from doing so by suitable (roughly proportional)  control action. 
Looking a t  t h e  main task t races ,  it i s  apparent  that  the error  and 
control signals are roughly similar, a l b e i t  somewhat larger than fill 
foveal  t racking.  "he  eye movement s igna l  shows c lear ly  tha t  the  major i ty  
of the scan time i s  spent  f ixat ing the main task display, with frequent, 
shor t  f ixa t ions  on the  s ide  task .  These side dwells are consis tent ly  
j u s t  under 0.5 sec. The sampling in te rva ls  have a readily apparent 
average, but intervals well above and below t h i s  average are also 
obvious.  Histograms  of t hese  in t e rva l s  a r e  p re sen ted  l a t e r .  
Behavior during the blanked-display case i s  s imi l a r  t o  the  na tu ra l  
scanning case, except that the errors are larger, the scanning i s  more 
frequent, and the control behavior appears somewhat more pulsed. 
Dark l i n e s  have beec added t o  a portion of t he  emor  Graces t o  define 
those periods when tha t  d i sp l ay  w a s  being fixated.  From these it is 
obvious tha t  t he  d i sp lay  is  regarded not only tfnen it exceeds a given 
threshold  in  e i ther  pos i t ion  or rate.  Occasionally there i s  a correla- 
t i on  between some of the control action peaks and a s l i g h t l y   p r i o r  
f ixa t ion  on t h a t   d i s p l a y   ( e  .g. , the  c1  trace  around t = 15 - 20 sec i n  
Fig.  15a and a l so  F ig .  l>b during the same per iod) .  This s o r t  of act ion 
i s  consis tent  with the model of  f ini te-dwell  s ignal  reconstruct ion ahead 
of the neuromscular system. Generally, however, there  i s  no obvious 
re la t ionship  of control  pulses  and dwells.  
F ina l ly ,  l e t  us  cont ras t  the  type  of scanning adopted in the simple 
blanked scan case with that adopted when the on-tine of t he  main display 
i s  truncated to only 0.25 sec . This i s  shown i n  Fig.  16b (Fig.  16a i s  a 
continuation of t he  run shown on Fig.  l5b) .  It i s  readi ly  apparent  that  
a much faster scanning mode i s  adopted i n  t h i s  c a s e .  Because the  main 
display only stays "on" f o r  a t ime too short  to  perceive i t s  r a t e ,  t h e  
p i l o t  can nei ther  reconstruct  the effect ive input  s ignal  between scans, 
nor can he perceive the actions of his  own control. Consequently, he 
i s  forced to adopt the technique of very high frequency sampling. This 
even forces a shorter dwell time on the secondary task. Nevertheless, 
t h i s  scanning mode does not seem t o  have affected the main task  t racking  
er ror  very  s igni f icant ly  (note  the  change i n  s c a l e s ) .  
A s  in the previous cases with scanning, there appear t o  be a number 
of pu lsa t i le  cont ro l  ac t ions  cor re la ted  with the  s l i gh t ly  p r io r  f ixa t ion .  
(For example, no t ice   the  IO-second period centered around -t; = 20 sec on 
Fig.  16b. ) An interest ing observat ion from the  bottom of t h i s  f i g u r e  i s  
t h a t  i n  t h e  r a p i d  sampling case there appears to be less side task control 
ac t iv i ty .  
-
The foregoing observations from the time traces are supported by 
various scanning and performance measures taken both on-line and through 
describing function computations. These will be presented next. 
2. Overview of Main Effect6 
Next we will present  the  e f fec ts  of t he  th ree  dimensions of task 
variables (scanning mode, secondary display workload, and input frequency) 
on the average dwell times, sampling intervals, tracking error, and cofltrol 
ac t iv i ty ,  which  were  measured on-line during each run. A gross  survey of the  
e f fec ts  of the  appl ied  task  va-riables i s  shown i n  F i g s .  17 and 18. Figuze 17 
shows the ei'fects of the various scanning males with other t e s t  va r i ab le s  he ld  
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constant a t  the standard condition of m i =  1 rad/sec, X 2 =  1 rad/sec. Each 
p i l o t ' s  two-run average i s  shown as a separate symbol, while the mean value 
i s  sham by the  bar .  It is  obvious from t h i s  figure t h a t  a wide r m g e  of 
scanning behavior and performance can be induced by the applied experi-  
mental  scanning  condition.  Salient  points on Fig.  17 are:  
0 The two p i l o t s  behave s imi la r ly ,   therefore   jus t i fy ing  
averaging their  data  i n  most of the subsequent data 
presentations.  The within-pi lot  var iance was generally 
less than the between-pilot variance, implying that 
s t ab le  and asymptotic performance had been reached. 
0 Conditions  are  arranged  along  the  abcissa  in  order 
of increas ing  d i f f icu l ty .  P lo t  'la'' shows t h a t  t h e  
average scanning frequency increases (sampling 
in te rva l ,  Ts, decreases) as the  more d i f f i c u l t ,  
blanked  scanning  conditions are imposed. A s  noted 
in  the t ime t races  (but  not  ant ic ipated a p r i o r i )  
t h e  side task dwell, Tn, remained f a i r ly  inva r i an t  
over a wide range of scanning conditions except for 
the truncated-blanked case. These e f f ec t s  w i l l  be 
discussed more f u l l y   l a t e r .  
"
0 Plot  "b" shows that  the  error   increased  severalfold 
when progressing from t h e  full foveal through natural, 
blanked, and truncated-blanked scanning t o  full para- 
foveal  viewing. 
0 Plot "c'l shows tha t ,  a t  constant  input  frequency,  the 
average control effort does not increase in proportion 
to  the  e r ro r .  Th i s  po in t  i s  d iscussed  la te r  on. 
Figure 18 i s  a summary plot for the corresponding data versus a l l  
other conditions. The two left-hand columns show the  e f f ec t s  of input 
frequency on both the nonscanned and scanned s i tua t ions .  A s  might be 
expected, parafoveal errors were much larger than the foveal case,  
a l though the control  act ivi ty  was not  proport ional ly  larger .  This, 
plus the roughly l inear increase of errors with input frequency, i s  
consistent with the conventional crossover model (operating a t  a 
reduced effective gain in the parafoveal case).  
Next, consider the center column of Fig. 18 which shows the efl"ects 
of input bandwidth, when the   s ide  task loading is  held constant a t  A = 1 . 
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F i r s t ,  it i s  apparent from the  sampling in t e rva l  p lo t  t ha t  i nc reas ing  
the  input bandwidth d i d   r e s u l t   i n  a corresponding  increase i n  
sampling frequency, which would be evidenced as a decrease in the 
sampling in te rva l ,  Ts. The constancy of the  s ide  task dwell i s  a l s o  
readily apparent.  In both cases the error increases with input band- 
width, with the blanked scan having worst performance. The cont ro l  
e f for t  a l so  increases  l inear ly  w i t h  q, with l i t t l e   d i f f e r e n c e  between 
the  two scanning modes. 
TLlrning now t o  t h e  r i g h t  colurm of Fig. 18, we see the effects  of the  
s ide  task d i f f i c u l t y  on the corresponding perfomme measures.  Added t o  
t h i s  f i g u r e  i s  a tagged point corresponding to  the t runcated-blmked 
scanning situation. The gross  effects  of  increasing s ide task i n s t a b i l i t y  
were to  rad ica l ly  decrease  the sanpl ing interval  (as expected) with only a 
s l igh t  i nc rease  in  the s ide  task dwell tine (unexpected), and s igni f icant  
decrease  in  the  main task dwell time. This result was the  same f o r  e i t h e r  
scanning mode, with the blanked case having slightly faster scanning on 
the average. Under natural  scanning conditions,  the error d i d  not 
increase  l inear ly  with X2, while in the blanked scan case, it increased 
a t  a grea te r  rate. The average control effort  was about the same i n  a l l  
cases .  Interest ingly,  even though the  sampling and dwell intervals were 
g rea t ly  reduced for the truncated-blanked scanning mode, the  resu l t ing  
e r ro r  and cont ro l  measures were not   s ign i f icant ly  worse. 
In  view of the significant effects of the different scanning modes 
on the  e r ro r  performance, it may seem surpr i s ing  tha t  the  cont ro l  ac t iv i ty  
was not  sensi t ive to  scanning mode or  s ide task diff icul ty ,  while  it 
l inear ly  a f fec ted  by input frequency. This phenomenon has been observed 
in other experiments, e .g., Ref. 3.  It turns  out  tha t  there  is  a per- 
fectly reasonable explanation for the apparent paradox (when the  p lan t  
i s  a K / s ) .  When the input  bandwidth i s  constant and the closed-loop 
output i s  made t o  follow the  d0minan.t low frequency portions of t h e   i ~ p u t ,  
it can be shown t h a t  the major portion of the control  act ion required t o  
provide  this   output  motion [ C( jw )  G 1 /m( j w ) ]  will be  proport ional   to  rms 
magnitude  and  bandwidth  of the  input .  Meanwhile, the smaller errors (t ihi& 
are  the  small differences between the  two large input and output ,luantitFes) 
-
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can vary  s ignif icant ly   without   proport ionately  affect ing  the  total  amount 
of control  effor t  required.  Consequently, the average control  act ivi ty  
i s  sens i t i ve  to  inpu t  bandwidth mainly, while  the error  may be sensi t ive 
t o  many other  var iables ,  as well. 
Now l e t   u s  examine some of the effects  revealed by this  overview in  
more d e t a i l ,  s t a r t i n g  with the  scanning  s ta t i s t ics .  
3. Scanning Stat is t ics  
A number of EF'R t races ,  such as those previously given in Figs. 15 and 
16, were analyzed i n   d e t a i l  to give information on the  dwell times and 
sampling i n t e r v a l  s t a t i s t i c s .  Some of the more in t e re s t ing  of these are 
given in  F igs .  19 through 21, covering natural, blanked, and truncated- 
blanked  scanning modes, respect ively.  The histograms in these figures 
show the  f rac t ion  of t o t a l  f i x a t i o n s  o r  scans having intervals within 
the 0.1 (or 0.05)  sec interval  indicated.  Looking first  at the natural-  
scanning case shown in Fig.  19, the following points are readily apparent:  
0 The sampling in t e rva l  f o r  P i lo t  2 was s igni f icant ly  
longer  than that f o r  P i l o t  1 .  This i s  apparently 
due to an increased main task dwell time because 
the s ide task dwell times were approximately equal. 
0 The very narrow  range  of side task dwells centered 
around 0 .4  sec i s  readi ly  apparent  in  the bottom 
l e f t  of Fig. 19, This d i s t r ibu t ion  i s  also highly 
skewed, with no dwells shorter than 0.3 sec being 
observed, while intervals as large as 0.8 sec are  
occasionally observed. 
Figure x) shows that roughly similar scanning statist ics resul ted 
from the  blanked scanning mode.  The d is t r ibu t ion  of  s ide  task dwell times 
i s  again concentrated sharply near 0.4 sec,  and the distribution shows 
s igni f icant  skewness, as before.  The  much shorter dwell times and  sampling 
intervals allowed by the truncated-blanked scanning mode are  readi ly  
apparent in the histograms of Fig. 21. Here P i l o t  2 decreased h i s  main 
task dwell (and thereby his sampling interval) much more than   P i lo t  1 . 
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It i s  in t e re s t ing  to  no te  tha t  t he  r e l a t ive ly  skewed sampling histograms 
f o r  each individual operator observed throughout these experiments do not 
show the Gaussian-like distribution presented by Levison, e t  a l .  , i n  R e f .  7. 
However, t h e i r  sampling in te rva l  d i s t r ibu t ion  curve  was averaged over a few 
subjects,  which would the re fo re   t end   t o   cen t r a l i ze  and normalize the dis- 
t r i bu t ion  of t he  ensemble. On the other hand, t he  d i s t r ibu t ion  of sampling 
in t e rva l s  i s  not exponential as assumed i n  Bergen's random sampling theory, 
Ref'. 51 . Sampling in t e rva l s  less than 0.5 sec were never observed (except 
f o r  the SB.25 case)  , nor were there  many beyond 2.0 see.  
A possible bimodal d i s t r ibu t ion  of main dwell times and sampling 
in te rva ls  is  apparent  in  Fig.  20. To show this  more c lear ly ,  the  d is t r ibu-  
t ions  of deviations from the  mean dwell time have been plotted in Fig. 22. 
For the  blanked scan case, both pilots show a p a i r  of peaks centered 
roughly at 0.2 see above and below the  mean dwell time. A roughly similar 
p a i r  of peaks can be discerned for Pilot I in  the natural  scanning case.  
Taken together,  the invariant T A - O . ~  see and  the bimodal Ts and Td peaks 
separated by roughly 0.4 sec are highly suggestive of a time-quantized 
scanning situation. Many previous investigators have  sought or asser ted 
t h i s ,  and a similar inference has been drawn by Clement in Ref. 2 based 
on groupings of mean-dwell i n t e rva l s  from in - f l i gh t  eye movement da ta .  
Further "nicroanalysis" of eye-fixation data such as that  presented here  
will be required to thoroughly explore t h i s  observation. 
Exaninations of t h e  time h i s t o r i e s  shown previously do not reveal any 
obvious correlat ions between the length of dwell of one instrument and 
t h a t  on another. Nevertheless, this was checked  by calculat ing the sample 
cor re la t ion  coef f ic ien ts  for  the  foregoing  data. PJo s ignif icant  corre-  
l a t i o n  could be found between main task dwell and side dwell, a t  l e a s t  
on a scan-by-scan basis. 
We have noted that the  s ide  task dwell tended to remain r e l a t ive ly  
constant despite changes in  main task dwell and corresponding changes i n  
sampling interval .  Figure 23 shows th i s  more dramatically.  For each 
- run i n   t h e  main experiment, t he  mean-side task  dwell  has been p lo t ted  
versus the mean-sampling i n t e r v a l  f o r  t h a t  run ( the  d i f f e ren t  symbols 
correspond to  the  conf igura t ion  code of Fig.  13). Two i n t e re s t ing  r e su l t s  
a r e  i l l u s t r a t ed  in  F ig .  23: 
-
- 
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F i g w e  23. Side 'Task Dwell as a Function of' Sampling In te rva l  
0 The average side t a sk  dwell time i s  on the order of 
0 .4  sec f o r  a wide range of sampling behavior. However, 
the truncated blanked condition does not f i t  the 
regress ion  l ine  wel l  (I). 
e The s ide  and main task average dwell times were  never 
below 0.23 sec . Boundaries corresponding t o   t h i s  
minirnwn a r e  shown in   F ig .  23 as a ' ' r e f rac tory   in te rva l .  'I 
It i s  theor ized  tha t  the  0.4 sec average dwell  interval i s  the length 
of t ime requi red  to  f ixa te  on the  s ide  task  and obtaiE error magnitude 
and rate information. 0.4 sec i s  a,lso the dwell  time found by Sefiders, 
Ref. 33, and Clement, Ref. 5 ,  for  loose ly  cont ro l led  loop closures  for  
monitoring tasks. The 0.25 sec lower bound on the  dwell t b e s  i s  thought 
t o   r e p r e s e n t  a "scanning refractory period;" the minimurn t ime required to  
move the  eye t o  a display, fixate there,  perceive an  analog magai-tude, 
and start to move elsetrhere. This value i s  similar to  the  va lue  of 
0.3 sec found i n  Ref. 35 as the  minirnwn tachistoscopic presentation 
t ime for the accurate reading of analog scales requiring an eye movement 
t o  f ixa t e .  When f ixated,  the minimal  glimpse  time to obtain posit ion 
information i s  much l e s s  than  0.27 sec, as previously shown i n  Fig. 2.  
Now t h a t  we have seen tha t   t he   s ide  task dwell remains roughly constant 
under the var ious external ly  imposed conditions,  the question remains; what 
caused the  la rge  changes i n  scanning interval? It i s  hypothesized that the 
divergent time constant sets an upper bound on the pe-missible time away 
from the  secondary task, i .e.,  the  main dwell time. This  i s  because a s ide  
t a sk  would diverge off-scale within a time on the order of Th = l / h  if 
the  cont ro l  were held constant. Consequently, the pilot must observe 
and correc t  the  side task within the i n t e r v a l  TA. (For more details 01! 
the  pr inc ip le  behind  th i s  asser t ion ,  the  reader  should consult Ref. 53. ) 
Figure 24 supports  this  hypothesis .  It can be seen t h a t  the  p lo t ted  
values f o r  main dwell times a l l  l i e  below t h e  bounding l ine   g iven  by 
Td= Th. The da ta  may be f i t t e d  by a s t r a i g h t  l i n e  of the  form 
- 
- 
Td 5 KT). ; ( K  4 0.6 for  Eatural   scan) (8)  
or 
- 
Td 5 0.6/X 
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Noting that   the   a l lowable  scan  interval  i s  Ts = Td + Tn and t h a t  Tn i s  
roughly constant a t  0.4 sec, gives the following expressions for the 
maximum allowable scan interval and main task dwell  f ract ion as a 
function of the s ide task instabi l i ty  for  two-display s i tuat ions:  
In  terms  of: "1 TX = X x 
f 1 Smin 2 
r i l  
"h  
T x 
.6 +.4  x 
x 
"T-x 
1 
(9 )  
(10) 
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This interpretat ion has  two implications: ( 1 ) the  unstable  s ide 
task provides a powerful control over scanning frequency, independent 
of other task variables, and ( 2 )  the scanning freouencies adopted by 
the  pi lot   in   these  experiments  are necessarily  correlated  with  the 
main task  display bandwidth. 
That the scaming frequency does not increase i n  propor t ion  to  command 
input bandwidth i s  shown in  F ig .  25. Within the  cons t ra in ts  Thposed by 
the secondary task time constants, the scanning frequency must be adjusted 
by other considerations, such as achievable crossover frequency, sampling 
remnant, and t h e  l i k e .  These fac to r s  will be untangled in the next chapter, 
when a comparison i s  made with the finite-d.i.rell theory. 
It is  i n t e r e s t i n g  t o  examine the effect iveness  of  the subcri t ical  
i n s t a b i l i t y  as a secondary display task loading in producing the decrement 
i n  a t t e n t i o n a l  demand t o  the primary task. One measure of scanning workload 
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on a given task has been defined in Ref. 2 as the  f r ac t ion  of time spent 
on that  display.  This  i s  also equal to the average dwell  fraction, Td/Ts. 
Figure 26a shows haw the   a t t en t iona l  demand s h i f t s  between the  main and 
s ide  tasks  as h i s  increased. The ana ly t i ca l  upper bound Td < .6/h is a 
p lo t  of Eq.  1 1 for the average conditions of t h i s  experiment. This s h p l e  
analyt ical  expression f i t s  the  da ta  qui te  wel l .  
"
B. DIGITAL DATA ANALYSIS 
Due t o  time and money l imi ta t ions  we could not digitally analyze a l l  
the recorded data. The on-line performance and scanning behavior measures 
indicated that the  second t r ia l  f o r  each condition gave consistent data, 
and that the conditions involving the 1 rad/sec main task input bandwidth 
gave a wide range of scanning behavior. Thus f o r  the sake of efficiency 
t h e   d i g i t a l  data analysis  was general ly  l imited to the  above cases.  
1 , Describing Function Data 
The forward-loop describing functions, M( jw) /E(  j m ) ,  obtained for the 
basic (foveal)  tracking conditions are compared i n  Figs.  27 and 28 with 
earlier, unpublished data obtained on the  same p i l o t s .  A rectangular 
input spectrum with a 2.9 rad/sec bandwidth was used in the "previous" 
case with a -20 dB she l f .  Both sets a r e  f o r  compensatory tracking. The 
data appear relatively consistent in the crossover frecuency region; 
however, the present  data  seems t o  d e v i a t e  from pas t  
( 1 )  a consis tent  gain s lope s l ight ly  greater  than 20 
( 2 )  r e l a t ive ly  l a rge  phase lags a t  frequencies below 
Smith (Ref. 5 6 )  has proposed a s lope modif icat ion to  
crossover model of t ne  form: 
YPYC = I 
d a t a   i n  two ways: 
dB/decade,  and 
j rad/sec. King- 
the conventional 
In  th i s  case the actual crossover frequency i s  w, = K, ' / r .  m e  e f f e c t  
of the parameter, r ,  i s  to  inc rease  the  s lope  of t he  Bode (magnitude) 
p l o t  and t o  shif t  the phase due t o  1 / (  jw)' from 9 deg to: 
I I I I I I 
e---+ Lag-Lead .5 3 1  .85 
L a g - L e d  1.0 .84 .88 
" 
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Figure 27. Comparison of the   Present   and   Previous   Descr ib ing   Funct ions  
of t he   P i lo t -Sub jec t  1 for  Various Tnput  Forcing  Functior,   Spectra,  
Full Fwea l  T rack ing ;  'I, = K / s  
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4 [ I / ( ~ U ) ~ ]  = ( n / 2 ) r  [ radiansj  
= (90°)r [degrees] (13) 
Thus, less time delay i s  r equ i r ed  to  f i t  a given s e t  of phase data i f  
r > 1.0 
The effects of scanning and sampling on the describing f 'unctions are 
ShoIM i n   F i g .  29 where two sampling conditions are compared with the pure 
foveal  and parafoveal tracking conditions. Scanning and pure parafoveal 
viewing cause t h e  open-loop gain (and thus the crossover frequency) C,o 
decrease. Increased high-frequency phase lag i s  evident for the blanked 
display and parafoveal viewing cases but scanning with parafoveal viewing 
caused no significant phase penalty over pure foveal tracking. 
The simple-crossover-model parameters" were computed f o r  a l l  avai lable  
runs and are presented i n  Fig.  30. Figure 30 shows the  e f f ec t  of scarming 
mode on w, and T e  a t  the reference conditions of uc = 1.0 rad/sec and 
12 = 1 .0  rad/sec. The regression of crossover frequency i s  readi ly  
apparent. Only the blanked scan cases show a s ignif icant  increase in 
Te, and t h i s  i s  a small fraction of the sampling interval,  shown a t  the  
bottom of Fig.  30. It i s  also apparent (remembering t h a t  sampling fre- 
quency is the inverse of c) t ha t ,  as sampling frequency increased, cross- 
over frequency decreased for these conCitions. Thus these data do not 
support the simple notion that crossover and sampling frequencies should 
va ry  d i r ec t ly .  There may be mitigating circumstances, though, because we 
have just shown (e .  g. , Eqs . 8-1 1 ) t h a t  the sampling i s  controlled,   here,  
mainly by the   cons tan t   l eve l  of Tn and the   cons t ra in t  of Td 2 A-1 , ra ther  
than by the frequency  conkent  of the  input  or e r ror  " per  se. Even though 
w, governs the  bandwidth of the error  s ignal ,  the  other  scanning demands 
can overpower t h i s  e f f e c t .  
"Despi te  the  s l igh t ly  be t te r  f i t  of the modified crossover model of 
Eq. 12, only the simple crossover model ( r  = 1 ) was assumed for  these  
f i t s  for   consis tency  with  past   pract ice .  
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Close&-Loop Describing FunctiorlS-mical overall closed-loop 
describing  f'unction data [YcL( ju)) = M( j w ) / I (   j w )  ] a r e  shown on Fig.  31 
fo r  t he  fou r  key scanning modes. The input frequencies did not extend 
far enough t o  show the  ultimate at tenuat ion a t  higher frequencies, but 
the phase curves show that the closed-loop bandwidth regressed with scaming. 
Taking the frequency for 90 deg phase l ag  as a metric, the closed-loop 
bandwidths appear t o  be i n  the region from 3 t o  6 rad/sec. The lowest 
closed-loop bandwidth occurs f o r  pure parafoveal tracking, as would be 
predicted from previous figures.  
2. R e m n a n t  Data 
A s  explained in  Sec t ion  11, scanning leads t o  g r e a t e r  remnant became 
of dras t ica l ly  increased  amounts of erratically jagged control output 
power c i r cu la t ing  around the loop and giving rise t o  a wideband remnant 
signal  input .  Ult imately,  this  results not only i n  l a r g e r  remnant e r ro r s  
bu t  in  increased  cor re la ted  e r rors  as well, due t o   t h e  need f o r  gab- 
regression under these high-remnant conditions. 
Typical closed-loop error spectra for several scanning modes &re 
shown i n  Fig.  32. On th is  f igure ,  the  s tepped  l ines  cor respond to  
remnant levels averaged over the indicated bandwidths, %rhLle the  i so l a t ed  
points  represent  the error  power at the input frequencies.  Note that the  
input components of t he  e r ro r  spectrum l i e  considerably above the corre- 
sponding  remnant l e v e l  i n  each case. This implies a high signal/noise 
r a t i o  a t  each input frequency, and insures  tha t  the  descr ib ing  fuac t ions  
are accurate measures of pilot  behavior and are not biased by the   no ise  
content.  
* 
It is immediately apparent that there is  a grea t  increase  in  remnant 
f o r  e i t h e r  of t he  scanned conditions,  the increase being of the order of 
x) dB ( a  fac tor  of 10 increase) over the nonscanned foveal case.  The 
*To provide compatible scaling, the error power concentrated a t  each 
input frequency i s  assumed t o  be spread over a narrow frequeflcy band or' 
LLo = 2x/run length. Since the run length i s  100 sec, Ow+ . o G  rad/sec.  
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correlated errors increase correspondingly, although not by such a high 
f ac to r .  The worst  errors occur i n  t h e  f W l  parafoveal condition, for 
both remnant and correlated components. 
A s ign i f icant  fea ture  of t he  remnant spectra  on Fig. 32 i s  t h e  smooth 
envelope i n   t h e  frequency region below the closed-loop frequency, i.e., 
below 3 t o  6 rad/sec. The at tenuat ion and coalescing of the  remnant 
spectra  a t  higher frequencies i s  due to  the  a t t enua t ing  e f f ec t  of the  
limited closed-loop bandwidth. To the extent  t h a t  remnant may be con- 
sidered as an uncorrelated "noise" signal injected a t  the error  percept ion 
point  (as suggested in Refs. 7 and 60)  , then the injected remnant acts l i k e  
another input signal. The resulting closed-loop remnant will then be 
attenuated by the closed-loop bandwidth of the pilot/vehicle system. This 
e f f ec t  i s  clearly evident in Fig.  32.  Comparison  of t he  shapes of t h e  
remnant port ion of t he  spectrum in  F ig .  32 with the closed-loop describing 
f'unctions of Fig.  31 reveals  a rough correspondence between t h e  remnant 
r o l l o f f  and closed-loop bandwidth. 
A simple, overall measure of r e l a t i v e  remnant i s  the  e r ro r  power 
coherence pz, or f r ac t ion  of input-correlated power in the  e r ro r  s igna l .  
This i s  given by: 
- 
A corresponding coherence, pc, ex is t s  for  the  opera tor ' s  ou tput .  
- 
2 
Figure 33 shows the error-  and control-power coherence as a f'unction of 
the  severa l  t ask  variables. Figure 33a shows t h a t  the e r ro r  r e l a t ive  
remnant i s  about the same fo r  bo th  p i lo t s .  The control coherence differs 
appreciably, being generally lower than p$ f o r  P i l o t  1 and higher for 
Pilot 2. Nevertheless, the average coherences are roughly comparable 
and their  ranking i s  the  same with respect  to  scanning mode.  The  power 
- 
coherence for  fovea l  t racking  of p z  = 0.8 t o  0.9 i s  comparable t o  &her 
invest igat ions with Yc = K / s .  Blanked scanning or parafoveal tracking 
reduces t h i s   t o  about p$ G 0.6 a t  the reference condi t ions,  
- 
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The e f f ec t  of input bandwidth on p$ i s  s igni f icant ,  as shown i n  
- 
Fig. 33b. The sharp dropoff in p$ a t  low input bandwidths (an easier 
t a sk )  i s  probably due to  the  f ac t  t ha t  t he  inpu t - co r re l a t ed  e r ro r s  
become very small while a ce r t a in  amount of "residual-remnant" remains, 
thereby reducing the ratio of correlated-to- total  errors .  
- 
According to the  da ta  in  F ig .  33c, varying the secondary task - 
d i f f i cu l ty  d id  no t  have a s t rong effect  on rj$, which stayed within 
the range O.7Ok0.10 for  both natural  and blanked scanning conditions. 
A s  sham in Section 11, several scanning parameters affect 02, and some 
of these  a re  compensating i n  this  case. Further discussion i s  in 
Section V. 
- 
One inference which i s  t en ta t ive ly  drawn from these coherence data 
i s  that  the relat ive scanning remnant power i s  not allowed to reach more 
than about 50 percent   of   the   total-  th is  being accomplished by suitable 
adjustments of scanning frequency and dwell time within the constraints 
allowed by the other   task  var iables .  
Same correlat ions were attempted between the various normalized error 
measures t o  s e e  i f  a simple functional relationship were evident. About 
the  bes t  one t h a t  was obtained i s  shown i n  F i g .  34. Here i s  p lo t ted  the  
t o t a l  remnant power, e:, as a function of the  cor re la ted  e r ror  parer ,  e: 
- - 
(both normalized with respect t o  the input, which was constant) .  All of 
the  symbols shown correspond to the reference conditions of u = 1 cm, 
mi = 1 rad/sec and X = 1 rad/sec. The bounding l i n e s  sholm in Fig.  34 
ind ica te  tha t  the  remnant power fo r  th i s  pa r t i cu la r  combination of input 
frequencies and scanning conditions increases somewhere between the  f irst  
and second power of  the correlated error ,  the exponent being approximately 
1.2 in th i s  case. Further discussions of the  re la t ionship  of t he  remnant 
t o  the scanning axe contained in the next chapter,  which in t e rp re t s  some of 
t h e s e   d a t a   i n   t h e   l i g h t  of recent   theore t ica l  models. 
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In concluding this presentation of the  bas ic  data, the following 
general  observations are made: 
0 Both p i l o t s  show general ly   the same behavior. The 
measures which d i f fe red  most were those open t o  
individual choice and s tyle ,  ra ther  than those 
a f fec ted  by the closed-loop effects (e.g., scanning 
in t e rva l  or primary task dwell time). It i s  there- 
fo re  f e l t  t ha t  t hese  r e su l t s  a r e  gene ra l ly  app l i cab le  
t o   o t h e r   p i l o t s  with s imi la r  ins t rument  f l igh t  back- 
ground  and t ra in ing .  
e The following  order of increas ing  d i f f icu l ty  and 
decreasing performance was generally observed in 
a l l  measures : foveal, natural-scan, blanked-scan, 
truncated blanked-scan, and fill parafoveal viewing. 
e Small   but  consistent  differences  did  exist  between 
the viewing conditions where parafoveal view was 
allowed and those where it was denied. To the extent  
t ha t  multi-display scanning may more closely approach 
the blanked-scan conditions of t h i s  experiment, then 
one must be caref'ul in  applying the data from scanning 
- with parafoveal  viewing to   d i sp l ay   s i t ua t ions  where it 
may not be  avai lable .  
8 A wide range of scanning conditions could be forced by 
the experimentally imposed var iab les .  However, it i s  
shown that the use of the variable side task i n s t a b i l i t y  
served t o   c o n t r o l  mainly the t ime away from the  subsidiary 
task, and thereby the main task dwell. This, in  tu rn ,  was  
a primary  governor of the scanning frequency. Therefore, 
one should be cautious in i n t e r p r e t i n g  t h e  r a t i o  of scan 
frequency t o  closed-loop bandwidth under these forced 
conditions, with those which might occur w-der more f r e e  
conditions.  
In  the next  sect ion,  we w i l l  in te rpre t  these  da ta  in t h e  l i g h t  of the  
scanning and sampling theory. 
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SECTION V 
COMPARISON WIM W R Y  
In  th i s  s ec t ion  we will i n t e r p r e t  our r e s u l t s   i n  terms of the theory 
i n  S e c t i o n  1 1 .  F i r s t ,  d a t a  r e l a t i n g  t o  v a l i d a t i o n  of the basic assumptions 
will be presented. Then the effect iveness  of the theory predict ing overal l  
performance measures will be assessed. 
A .  VALIDATION OF ASSUMPI)ION8 
A t  t he  end of Section 11, a l i s t  of basic assumptions to  be  va l ida t ed  
by the experiments w a s  presented. This l i s t  will now be evaluated. 
1.  Do di f fe ren t  p i lo t s  adopt  the  same average scanning, sampling, 
and reconstruction strategy? 
The answer, on the  bas i s  of the  two typica l  p i lo t s  s tud ied  here in ,  i s  
general ly  "YES". Throughout the presentat ion of  the data, the  poin ts  f o r  
P i l o t s  1 and 2 have been kept separate. A perusal through the figures 
indicates  that  the general  levels of each parameter, the performance 
measures, the trends with applied experimental  variables are a l l  remarkably 
similar for  both pi lots .  Consider ing that  the repl icat ion runs were run on 
d i f f e ren t  days , and the  wide l a t i t u d e  of sampling behavior open t o  each 
p i lo t ,  t he  c lose  agreement observed in  these data  s t rongly suggest  t ha t  
the scanning behavior adopted by the pilot i s  dependent primarily on t h e  
task  var iab les  and t h e  laws governing optimum behavior under these condi- 
t ions ,  ra ther  than  id iosyncra t ic  p i lo t  p references .  Compared with Pi lot  1, 
P i l o t  2 d id  have a s ign i f i can t ly  l a rge r  dwell. time and sampling in t e rva l ,  
but these have counteracting effects cn performance. 
2. Are the sampling intervals randomly distributed about some  mean value? 
Inspection of the various t ime histories (Figs.  14-1 6) shows t h a t  
r e l a t i v e l y  random changes i n  the dwell times and sampling intervals occar 
from sample t o  sample. The s ide  task dwell time was the  most uniform, 
ranging from o n l y   0 . 4   t o  0.8 sec, while the main t a sk  dvrell ranged over 
the time allowed by the secondary task divergent t ime constant,  i .e. ,  up 
t o  approximately 0.6 TI,. The observation that the mean scanning interval 
was governed by the  sum of these two dwells, and therefore  by the secondary 
task  s tab i l i ty  leve l ,  has  been previously discussed in Section N. Varia- 
t i o n s  i n  sampling in t e rva l  around t h i s  mean were remarkably small, ranging 
from X) t o  40 percent of the mean. A reexamination of past scanning data 
shows s imilar  modest var ia t ions  a-bout the  mean sampling in t e rva l .  For 
example,  from the  series of experiments by F i t t s ,  e t  a l .  (Ref. 23) the  
r a t i o  of standard deviation-to-mean sampling interval on the cross pointer 
indicator  was about 21 percent.  The data presented by  Levison,  Elkind, e t  
a l . ,  ir;l Ref. 7 a l so  show a variance of approximately 3 percent of the  mean. 
The  mean scanning frequencies for each of these references are  qui te  s imilar ,  
ranging from 1 .O t o  1 .5 looks/sec. 
it i s  necessary to  ob ta in  a sat isfactory analyt ical  expression for  the 
observed sampling distributions t o  permit the sampling remnant t o  be com- 
puted. During the examination of the preliminary data from these experi- 
ments, the Pearson Type 111 dis t r ibu t ion  func t ion  was found t o  f i t  the data  
sa t i s fac tor i ly  (Ref .  5 8 ) .  Typical f i t s  to  previously presented data  for  the 
blanked-scanning case are shown i n  F i q .  37. A main f ea tu re  of t h e  f i t t e d  
functions i s  t h a t  a l l  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  a r e  s h a r p l y  t r u n c a t e d  a t  a "lower 
bound", To. In  cer ta in  cases  a truncated Poisson distribution was satis- 
factory,  but ,  for  most others, higher order terms of the Pearson Type I11 
formula were required.  The "va r i ab i l i t y  parameter" 6 = T O E  has important 
e f f ec t s  on the  l eve l  of t he  random sampling remnant, as explained in 
Section iI. Increasing To towards T, reduces the sampling interval 
variance, OT, . A s  t h e  r a t i o  of O T , / ~  becomes smaller,  the random 
sampling contributions to remnant are reduced, while the contributions a t  
near-harmonics of the  sampling frequency become  more pronounced. The 
measured and f i t t e d  histograms and parameters a re  summarized in  Table Ix. 
In the face of the foregoing data of our ovm and others,  we conclude 
t h a t  sampling in te rva ls  a re  randomly distributed about a f a i r l y  s t a b l e  
mean, bu t  tha t  they  a re  not  wide ly  d is t r ibu ted  and cannot be considered as 
purely Poisson d is t r ibu ted .  
interval hist0grm.s i s  t h e i r  
To. A s a t i s f ac to ry   ana ly t i c  
the  Pearson Type 111 (gamma) 
An important feature of the measured smpl ing  
t runcst ion at a fa i r ly  wel l  def ined lower bound, 
f lmct ion  to  f i t  the observed distributions i s  
probabili ty density runction. 
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Figure 35. Pearson Type I11 Distribution Function  Pits 
to the Sampling Interval Histograms for  Blanked Scanning 
ZXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 
AND PILOT 
Yc = K/s, X2 = 1 rad/sec, 
oi = 1 rad/sec, a i  = 1 cm) 
Natural Scan, SP: 
Pi lo t  1 
P i lo t  2 
Blanked Scan, SB: 
P i lo t  1 
Pi lo t  2 
Truncated Blanked 
Scan, SB: 
P i lo t  1 
P i lo t  2 
TABU I X  
TYPICAL  SAMPLING  DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS 
MEASURED FROM  HISTOGRAMS 
" I N  
SAMPLING 
INTERVAL 
Ts f sec ) 
- 
0 .9  
1.3 
0.86 
0 a99 
0.69 
0.56 
0.23 
0.28 
0.19 
0.21 
0.12 
0.07 
0 .26 
0 .22 
0.22 
0.21 
0.17 
0.13 
0.6 
0.6 
0 . 6  
0.6 
0.25 
0.4. 
RUATIVE 
LOWER 
BOUND 
T O P S  
- 
0.7 
0.46 
0.7 
0.6 
0.36 
0.7 
APPROXIMATE PMRSON 
TYPE I11 PARAMETERS +- 
SKEWNESS 
FACTOR 
n 
2 
4.5 * 
0 
2 
20 
4 
VARIABILITY 
FACTOR 
6 = To/Ts 
0.6  
0" 
0.7 
0.6 
0.36 
0.7 
"This combination of n, 6 r e su l t s  i n  an "apparent" value of TOPs A 0.5,  which approximates the 
observed r a t io ,  0.46. The large value of n i s  necessary t o  approximate the low skewness of the 
observed distribution for this  configurat ion.  
Pearson Type I11 Distr ibut ion:  
A 
1 n t l  
P r o s )  = F (21n e-t 
Ts ( 1  -6 )n l  
where % = (s) ($ - 6 )  
3. Is the  sampling frequency high enough t o  j u s t i f y  a describing 
f'unction representation? 
We will show t h a t  t h e  answer i s  yes. Before proceeding with t h i s  
discussion, the reader should recall the sampling and reconstruction 
portion of Section I1 ( i . e . ,  F igs .  3 and 14). The main implication of 
the theory was that, for short dwell fractions (approaching impulsive 
samples), the sampling rate should be much higher  than the s ignal  band- 
width to be passed,to prevent the remnant contribution from exceeding 
the  level of the descr ibing funct ion component.  For longer dsrell frac- 
tions, longer sampling intervals can be tolerated while maintaining a 
reasonable  coherency  (signal-to-noise  ratio). The computed r e s u l t s  
ind ica ted  tha t  a scanning frequency parameter, S = ws/uc( 1 - v ) ,  
r e la ted  these  var iab les ,  and tha t  it should l i e   i n   t h e  range of 4 t o  8 
t o  keep the scanning remnant within reason. 
Let us  examine sane of the separate  components of scanning frequency 
parameters first. Figure 36 shows cross  p lo ts  oI" scanning frecuency, dwell 
f rac t ion ,  and the  e r ro r  coherence versus crossover frequency for a number 
of t he  scanned conditions a t  constant input bandwidth. Crossover frequency 
was chosen as the abscissa  as an indicator of displayed s ignal  bandwidth, on 
the  bas i s  of the closed-loop error spectra.  A t  the  top,  Fig.  36a shows t h a t  
t h e  r a t i o  of scanning-to-crossover frequency ranges from approximately 1 t o  
4 with no general  trend apparent.  Remember that the scanning frequency in 
these experiments i s  governed primarily by the  s ide  task dwell, and not by 
the operator 's  free choice of a scanning  frequency,  Nevertheless,  the 
a t t en t iona l  demand of the s ide  task  i s  thought t o  be s k i l a r  t o   t h a t  
encountered in  t rue instrument  f l ight  operat ion.  Figure 36b, i n  t h e  
center ,  reveals  a fa i r ly  sys temat ic  t rend  in the dwell  f ract ion versus  
crossover frequency. Further implications of this trend are discussed 
l a t e r ,  b u t  some cor re la t ion  is  apparent. Distinct "foveal" and  "para- 
foveal" branches are suggested. Finally, consider Fig. 36c, a t  t h e  bottom, 
which gives the error coherence versus we. A r a the r  de f in i t e  t r end  is 
apparent ,  with the lowest  crossovers  resul t ing in  the lowest percentage 
of input-correlated error .  It i s  a l s o  obvious t h a t  the display conditions 
are  wel l  separated on the basis of "parafaveal",  "unblanked displays" and 
4- 
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Pigcre 36. Crossplot of Scanning  Frequency, 
b re l l  Function and Error Coherence versus Crossover Frequency 
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"blanked displays". It i s  worth noting that,despite the extremely difficult  
scanning conditions here,the error coherence did not drop much below 0.6, 
which means t h a t   t h e   d e s c r i b i n g   h c t i o n  s t i l l  accounts for about 60 percent 
of t he  e r ro r  power, and the scanning remnant only 40 percent or  l e s s .  On 
th i s  bas i s  a lone ,  we would expect the describing function model t o  be a 
reasonably valid representat ion.  BTeither t h e  scanning frequency nor 
dwell-fraction alone correlate with the coherence,  however. 
Now l e t  us see how the  scanning  frequency  parmeter S = cus/wc( 1 - 1) 
fares .  Figure 37 shows a cross p l o t  of t h i s  parameter versus the scanning-to- 
crossover frequency ratio. While the scanning-to-crossover frequency ratio 
varies over a 4:l range, the scan frequency parameter range only varies 
over a 2:l range, r ight in the predicted region of 4 t o  8. 
On the  bas i s  of t he  good e r ro r  coherence and large scanning fre- 
quency parameter observed, these experiments strongly validate use of 
quasi- l inear  descr ibing f tmct ions to  mcldel the closed-loop aspects of 
scanning and reconstruction process. 
t 
Legend : 
"
Open = Pilot I ,  Fil led = Pilot 2 
Symbols refer to various  conditions (Fig.13) 
wi = I rad/sec, ai = I cm 
Computed range for sampling- 
remnant errors less than input- 
correlated  errors 
01 I I I I I l 
0 I 2 3 4 
Scanning  Frequency us 
Crossover  Frequency ' wc 
Figure 57. Scanning  Frequency  Parameter  Versus Ratio of 
Scanning-to-Crossover Frequency 
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4.  Does the form of the scanned, sampling, and reconstruction 
describing f'unction fit  Equation l ?  
Equation 1 of Section I1 indicated that  the descr ibing funct ion 
a t t r i b u t e d  t o  sampling, scanning, and reconstruction could be adequately 
represented by an at tenuat ion factor ,  Kh (independent of frequency) , and 
an incremental sampling time delay increment, ' i s :  
(See Eq. 1 ) 
In order to determine this  "perceptual describing function" YE, the pure 
f w e a l   g a i n  and phase measurements were subtracted from those a t  various 
sampling and scanning conditions, using each p i l o t ' s  own foveal data as 
a reference level .  The r e s u l t s  are gLven in  F ig .  38 ( t h e  s c a t t e r  i s  due 
t o  t h e  small difference between l a rge r  quan t i t i e s ) .  For the  unblanked 
display conditions (Fig.  38a) t he re  a re  no apparent phase penalties due 
t o  sa-pling, but the differential gain curves have a decrement ranging 
from -3 t o  -6 dl3 (a t  1 rad/sec),  and a s l ight ly  posi t ive s lope (about  
2 dB/decade) . For the blanked display cases (Fig. 3%) t h e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  
gain curves show similar  gain decrement (-2 t o  -10 dB) and posi t ive s lope 
( 2  dB/decade).  Here, t h e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  phase  curves show some evidence of 
phase l ag  pena l t i e s  due t o  sampling. Even so, the worst  phase shifts only 
correspond t o  roughly a 0.15 sec delay, which i s  a small f rac t ion  of the  
typ ica l  sampling in t e rva l  of 1 sec. Inspection of these shows tha t  t hey  
roughly f i t  the predicted descr ibing f inct ion,  i. e. ,  the  a t tenuat ion factor  
- i s  very  nearly  independent  of  frequency  and  the  phase  differences can 'be 
fa i r ly  wel l  represented  by a small time delay increment. The s l igh t  pos i t i ve  
slope noted in the describing function difference i s  main ly  a t t r ibu ted  to  
the higher-than-unity slope of the foveal  descr ibing funct ion.  Since the 
scanned descr ibing funct ions actual ly  show a closer  f i t  t o   t h e  simple 
crossover model, th is  improves the  va l id i ty  of the pure-attenuation-plus- 
delay model f o r  lYH 1 , a t  least for display system analyses. 
I .o w(rod/sec) 
u) Natural Scan Conditions 
10.0 
I .o 0.0 
b) Bunked Scan Conditions 
Figure 38. Apparent  Describing  Function Due t o  Scanning and Reconstructio?: 
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5 .  Is the  sampling remnant broadband? 
Because closed-loop system performance (e.g., tracking errors) are 
important outputs from pilot/vehicle analyses, attention has been focused 
on the error spectrum. The sampling remnant theory in  Ref .  47 shows t h a t  
two general types of  sampling  remnant exist .  Perfectly periodic sampling 
r e s u l t s   i n  remnant a t  harmonics of t h e  sampling frequency, with very l i t t l e  
i n  the  inpu t  passband. A s  sampling becomes more random, a certain propor- 
t i o n  of t h i s  high frequency power i s  "demodulated" t o  the input passband 
and appears as broadband "observation" noise. The experimental data bearing 
on this assumption was presented in Fig.  32 of the previous section. Inspec- 
t i o n  of this  f igure  shows that the  e r ro r  remnant spectra  due to the  var ious 
scanning modes are qui te  smooth across the input bandwidth and a r e   f a i r l y  
f l a t  up to the closed-loop cutoff frequency (as indicated by the  90 deg 
phase point of the closed-loop describing function. Beyond th i s  frequency 
it cont inues to  be smoothly attenuated up t o   t h e  limit fo r  which our data 
were reduced. Thus, any sampling harmonic components which may have been 
present in the control spectrum a t  sampling frequencies were s t rongly 
attenuated by the closed-loop cutoff, which, i n  tu rn ,  is limited by the  
crossover frequency. 
The theory of Section 11, e .g. , around Eqs  . 2 and 3, ind ica tes  tha t  
t he  sampling remnant (considered as an injected noise) has a power spec t r a l  
dens i ty   l eve l  which scales with the mean-square displayed error;  
To validate our Eq. 3, the previously given closed-loop error remnant 
spectra  Geen of Fig.  32 were converted to  remnant injected a t  the display 
point  and were normalized by 2 according to  the  fo l lowing  re la t ionship :  
@rule (m) anne ( m) 
- 
e* I (M/I) jco12z 
Injected Closed-Loop 
Remnant Remnant, e t c  . 
- - 
Normalized Measured 
Figure 39 shows the r e s u l t s  of th is  computation. It can be seen that the  
widely different closed-loop remnant l eve l s  of previous Fig. 32 tend to 
coalesce when normalized by the corresponding e2. The normalized rennant 
f o r  t h e  scanned and parafoveal cases i s  somewhat larger  than the foveal  
case, as might be expected. To compare these data with Eq. 3 we take the 
following values for the blanked display case, for which the theory i s  
most val id:  T, = 0.86 sec, Td = 0.42 sec,  q = 0.52, 6 = T ~ / T ~  = 0.70. 
The resu l t ing  ana ly t ica l  model is: 
- 
- 
Equation l5a is  shown as a s o l i d  l i n e  i n  Fig.  39. The fit t o  t h e  
corresponding data points is excellent,  so our theoretical  scanning 
remnant model seems reasonably valid.  
It i s  i n t e r e s t i n g   t o   n o t e   t h a t   t h e  model f o r  human operator basic 
remnant during continuous single-loop tracking given by Levison, e t  al, 
i n  Ref. 59, has a form i d e n t i c a l  t o  Eq. 3. 
Present; Scanned Case Ref. 59; Foveal Case 
The model of Ref. 59 (Eq.  l5c) is shown dashed in Fig.  39. Perhaps 
for tui tously,  it comes close %o our scanned remnant equation and data, but 
it does not f i t  OUT foveal remnant data,  as it should. The reasol? f o r  t h e  
disagreement i s  not ham, but it i s  not considered very serious a t  t h i s  
time because data on subject- to-subject  var iabi l i ty  Ere not  yet  avai lable .  
Thus the  answer t o  Question 5 is :  Yes, the remnant due t o  scanning, 
sampling, and reconstruction i s  broadband and it can be modeled by a 
f i r s t -o rde r   f i l t e r ed   no i se  model per  Eq. 3 .  
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Eq. 15a ; Scanning  remnant  model 
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of BBN TR 1731 
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Figure 39. Normalized Injected Remnant Spectra 
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6. To *at extent does signal reconstruction take place 
between fixations? 
The da ta  from these experiments indicate that reconstruction does 
occw in  some s i tua t ions  but  no t  in  o thers .  F i r s t  cons ider  the  d i rec t  
evidence from the  time his tor ies ,and then the indirect  evidence from 
the descr ibing funct ions.  
Under conditions of pure-gain pi lot  equal izat ion,  s ignal  reconstruct ion 
occurs (by definit ion) when the operator 's  control  output  does not  re tam 
t o   z e r o  between each f ixa t ion  dwel l  in te rva l  on the d i sp lay  in  a given axis 
of control. A s  explained i n  Section 11, a va r i e ty  of signal "holds" or  
"weighted extrapolations" may be used t o   o b t a i n  a be t te r   cont ro l   s igna l  
approximation between f ixa t ion  dwells. Thus, no matter what the extrapola- 
t i o n  i n  t h e  c a s e  of pure-gain equalization, it qual i f ies  as reconstruction 
as long as the  extrapolat ion i s  not   ident ica l ly   zero  between fixat: 1 ons . 
Figure 40 i s  an excerpt from previous Fig. l5b, where the nonfixated 
display was blanked. Heavy l i n e s  superimposed on each coordinate denote 
the f ixat ion per iods on e i t h e r  t h e  main ( t racking)  or  s i d e  ( s t a b i l i z a t i o n )  
tasks. Careful  scrut iny of t he  main task control action (second time history 
from the  top  of t he  f igu re )  shows that (allowing for the fieuromuscular 
delays and dynz:?ios) the control  i s  frequently ifiterlwpted 8 s  t h e  cocttrol 
follows the error .  The cont ro l  in te r rupt ions  rougllly cor re la te  xi th  the 
f ixat ion interrupt ions on the  main d isp lay  and the  cont ro l  f requent ly  re twns  
t o   t h e  neighborhood of zero during fixation interruptions (again allowing for 
the effect ive delays between e r ro r  and cont ro l ) .  Between f ixa t ions  there  i s  
evidently a tendency t o  relax on the control force.  This implies a decaying 
form  of intersample reconstruction for this blanked viewing condition. There 
i s  seldom any attempt to  hold the previous control  s ignal  throughout  the 
intersample interval.  When parafoveal  vis ion i s  denied the aperator, the 
decay in  the  cont ro l  ac t ion  toward zero between samples appears  to  be even 
more rapid than suggested by the   t runca ted   ca rd ina l   we igh t ing   h -c t ion  ix 
Fig. 3.  Thus, reconstruction on t h e  primary t a sk  seems t o  be negl igible .  
By Contrast, while stabilizing the first-order divergence (see  bottom of 
Fig. b o ) ,  the  lef t -hand cont ro l  act ion remains f a i r l y  constarrt bet-..;eer! I'ixa- 
t i ons  on the  secondary task. This implies t ha t  zero-order-hold  reconstruc- 
t i o n  i s  used on the s ide task ( e - g . ,  r e f e r  to Fig. h ) .  
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Figure 40. Excerpt from Time Traces of Fig. l5b, Showing Evidence  For (Side Taskj 
and Against (Main Task) Signal Reconstruction Between Fixations 
Under Conditions RequLring Dlo P i l o t  Equalization 
Now l e t  us consider the indirect  evidence for or against  reconstruction 
f’rom the descr ibing funct ion data. One could,  in principle,  take the 
parameters of t h e  p e r c e p t u a l  d e s c r i b i n g  k c t i o n  YH(jcu) from Fig. 38b 
( the   d i f f e ren t i a l   desc r ib ing  f’unction between the foveal  and various 
scanning conditions), ascribe the  a t t enua t ion  to  Kh i n  E q .  1, ascr ibe 
the phase lag increment t o  T~ i n  Eq. 1 and estimate a reconstruct ion rate  
weighting coefficient R from Fig. 6 .  This was attempted, but not much 
confidence i s  a t t a c h e d   t o   t h e   r e s u l t s   f o r  a number of reasons: 
8 The attenuation observed in Fig. 38b need not  
necessar i ly   be   a t t r ibu ted   to   recons t ruc t ion  
s ince  the  f in i te  d1reI.l f r a c t i o n   i t s e l f  will 
exhibi t  an average at tenuat ion equal  to  7. 
Thus e f f ec t s  on a t tenuat ion  a re  confounded and 
inconclusive a t  th i s  point .  However, we s h a l l  
r e tu rn   t o   t he   cons ide ra t ion  of  gain la ter .  
8 The phase data in Fig.  38b are too  sca t te red  to 
obtain a precise  measure of incremental time delay. 
0 The foveal  and  scanned  describing  f’unctions  were  not 
f i t t e d   p r e c i s e l y  enough t o   o b t a i n   r e l i a b l e   d i f f e r -  
ences for the incremental  time delay between t h e  
scanned and foveal describing f’unctions. Further- 
more, the incremental time delay depends on unrel i -  
ab le  small differences between la rger  quant i t ies .  
0 The use of Fig. 6 presumes a spec i f ic  type  of 
reconstruction, although inspection of the  main 
task t ime his tor ies  has suggested that  the inter-  
sample reconstruction i s  minimal. It cannot  be 
assumed a p r i o r i   t h a t  i t s  incremental time delay 
w i l l  obey the relat ionship der ived for  t runcated 
cardinal   reconstruct ion.  
”
The main r e s u l t  of t h i s  i n t e rp re t a t ion  of  the different ia l  descr ibing 
funct ion data  was tha t  dwel l  times in excess  of t he  0.3 sec minimum were 
required to generate a l a rge r  I’appaxent” rate weighting coefficient R 
(see Sect ion 11-2 f o r  a def in i t ion  of  R ) .  The rate  weight ing coeff ic ient  
calculated from Fig. 6 roughly matched the average relat ionship:  
R I .25(Td - 0 .2 )  
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(16) 
However, th i s  a l te rna t ive  explana t ion  for  the  low effective incremental  
time delays in the  d i f fe ren t ia l  descr ib ing  func t ions  in  F ig .  38b i s  not 
given much credence in view of other more direct  evidence to  which we 
now tu rn .  
Better indirect  evidence against  error signal reconstruction between 
samples (during the main task) i s  given by the  observed open-loop gain 
regression, as characterized by crossover frequencies. The simple f i n i t e  
dwell sampling theory without reconstruction, reviewed in Section 11, pre- 
d i c t s   t h a t   t h e  adopted crossover frequency in the primary task will be 
l i n e a r l y  p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  dwell f rac t ion ,  7 = Td/Ts. This i s  simply 
because the loop i s  assumed closed during the f ixa t ion  interval and 
open between f ixa t ions .  The time averaged open-loop gain for the f i n i t e  
dwell sampled crossover model is  thus cue = rpcF where q i s  the  adopted 
crossover frequency for continuous foveal tracking. The operator cannot 
increase his gain during the dwell  interval  of scanned tracking because 
of s tab i l i ty  cons t ra in ts  dur ing  fovea l  t racking .  Consequently, one would 
expect the crossover gain to regress l i nea r ly   w i th  &Tell f r a c t i o n   i n   t h e  
absence of control  between fixations. Preliminary evidence for this  has 
already been presented in Fig.  36b, where the data corresponding t o  
blanked conditions were scattered along a l i n e  of perfect  correlat ion 
through the origin. However, the na tura l ly  scanned data (where parafoveal 
viewing was a l lowed)  d id  not  l i e  on this  l i n e  of p e r f e c t   c o r r e l a t i m  through 
the or igin,  Instead,  the scanned data  with parafoveal viewing diverged 
toward the purely parafoveal crossover value near 3 rad/sec. 
F 
This result  suggested that the dual-gain finite-dwell  switching model 
proposed i n  Ref. 7 m i g h t  represent foveal-parafoveal scanning observations 
be t t e r ,  by accounting for parafoveal closure of t he  primary task loop 
during the interrupt  f ract ion ( 1  - 7) .  The switched gain model i s  repre- 
sented  easi ly  by mul t ip ly ing   the   ra t io  of parafovea l   ga in   to   fovea l   ga in  
by ( 1 - 7 )  and adding the  p roduc t  t o  7 t o  ob ta in  the  e f f ec t ive  dwell 
f ract ion,  e. 
?There Q = w /me = r a t i o  of crossover  gains for  continuous 
'P . parafoveal  relative  to  continuous  foveal 
t racking ( Q  = O  f o r  blanked scanning conditions) 
" 
7 = Td/Ts = dwell f r ac t ion  
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Because the  p i lo t  cannot  increase  h is  ga in  much beyond the  purely- foveal  
level during each fixation, the switched gain nodel says that the ratio 
of scanned to  foveal  gains  should equal  'le. Figure 4 1  shows th is  cor re la -  
t ion ,  which is  fa i r ly  good? If appreciable  s ignal  reconstruct ion were 
employed during the interrupt  f ract ion,  the perceptual  gain would not 
regress  near ly  as much as shown. Reconstruction is  not needed to  exp la in  
the  higher  oc data f o r  natural scanning with parafoveal perception per- 
mitted,  because the e f f ec t ive  dwell f r ac t ion  ?),, based on a simple switched- 
gain model, a l so  cor re la tes  very  well with the observed data. The value of 
t h i s  simple result depends on how important and variable is  the parafoveal 
gain under realist ic instrument scanning conditions.  If the parafoveal  
gain on a pa r t i cu la r  axis (among several i n  a multiloop display) can be 
s h a m   t o  be negligible,  then a very simple and usef'ul. f i n i t e   d w e l l  model 
i s  possible without the need for  intersample reconstruction. 
The p r inc ipa l   su rp r i se  i s  that  display s ignal  reconstruct ion apparent ly  
was - not used i n   t h e  main tracking  task,   al though it - was used  during  the 
secondary stabil ization task.  Close scrutiny of a l l  the data, trends,  and 
theories suggests the following explanations: 
The side task only required brief f ixations and crude 
zero order hold reconstruction to maintain a s t ab le  
closed loop since minimization of error was not required. 
Furthermore, the control action was the on ly  input .  
Consequently, t he  main t racking task could be attended 
t o   w i t h  a re la t ive ly   h igh   dwel l   f rac t ion ,  and any high 
frequency scanning remnant ex is t ing  a t  t h e   p i l o t f  s 
controls  would be at tenuated by the K / s  dynamics. Thus, 
intermit tent   control   act ion  could  be  used  without  
generating much d isp lay  (e r ror )  remnant. 
Under these condi t ions (high dwell  f ract ion,  f i l tered 
control sampling remnant), reconstruction was not 
needed t o  achieve reasonably high error coherence, 
and so it was not used. 
Under conditions where the dwell  f ract ion i s  very 
small due to  o the r  t r ack ing  demands, we would expect 
to   see   recons t ruc t ion   used   to  lower the t racking 
errors. This i s  exemplified by the zero order hold 
side task control technique observed herein.  
*The apparent "wild point" for @ i n  succeeding plots i s  due t o  an 
anomalously high wc for one particular natural  scanning run. 
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Open symbols = Pilot I 
Shaded  symbols = Pilot 2 
Shape denotes scanning mode and 
test  conditions (Fig. 13) 
Tagged  symbols  denote natural scan (SP) ; others 
are  for blanked parafoveal  conditions (SB) 
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Figure 41 . Crossover Gain Ratio Versus Dwell-Weighted Gain Factor 
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This discussion completes the rather detailed empirical assessment of 
numerous key assumptions and models on which our comprehensive display 
theory i s  b u i l t .  All of the assumptions have been validated. 
B. CORRELATION OF !I!HEORETICAL AND MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
1 . Relative Correlated Error Puwer 
Fkperimental measurements of the  re la t ive  input -cor re la ted  power, 02, 
a r e  compared with theoret ical  es t imates  of coherence f o r  continuous foveal 
and cont inuous parafareal  t racking in  Fig.  42. In  th i s  case ,  the  
values are based on a remnant power spec t r a l  dens i ty  in  the  form of Eq. 13c 
(o r ig ina l ly  from Ref. 59). The average foveal remnant spectrum l eve l  
employed was O,Oho$/rad/sec for input bandwidth ( ~ i  = 0.5 rad/sec acd other- 
wise  0.02ae/rad/sec. The observed foveal coherence in Fig. 42 corre la tes  
f a i r ly  we l l  w i th  theo re t i ca l  values. The average parafoveal remnant 
spectrum l eve l  employed was 0.170e/rad/sec for uji = 0.5 rad/sec and f o r  one 2 
p i l o t ,  q = 1 rad/sec, as well. Otherwise, the parafoveal value was 
O.lae/rad/sec. Figure 42 shows that there  i s  much more v a r i a b i l i t y  i n  
parafareal coherence than in foveal coherence. 
2 
2 
Experimental measurements of p$ f o r  sampled conditions are compared 
wi th  theore t ica l  ca lcu la t ions  for  sampling error determinant,  4 (Eq .  6 )  
i n   F ig .  43 for  scanning the main task with and without parafoveal percep- 
t i on .  The effect ive dwell  f ract ion,  qe, was employed in calculat ioos 
with Eq. 6, where parafareal  percept ion of t he  main t a s k  was possible .  
The observed values of 0: do cor re la te  qu i te  wel l  wi th  theore t ica l  values 
based on random f i n i t e  d w e l l  sampling remnant i n  Eq. 3. Thus it appears 
that  the observed remnant i s  dominated by a "sampling" remnant and t h a t  
t he re  i s  l i t t l e  evidence of the  appl ica t ion  of intersample reconstruction 
to  inc rease  the  r e s idua l  coherence  above 0.8 in Fig. h l a .  Instead the 
pi lots  apparent ly  reduced their  var iabi l i ty  i n  sampling behavior t o  achieve 
coherences of 0.6 or  more, a marked improvement i n  coherence over t h a t  low 
level which accompanies purely random f i n i t e   d w e l l  sampling. 
With these  ra ther  good correlat ions between observed coherence and very 
simple theo re t i ca l  measures f o r  sampling and purely foveal  remnant, we are  
encouraged t o  compare predict ions and observations of mean-squared e r ror .  
Legend 
See Fig. 13 for symbolic code 
Open - Pilot I 
Shaded - Pilot 2 
Untagged - R u n  I 
Tagged - R u n  2 
Observed Relative 
Correlated  Error Power 
1.0 
.8 
Pe2 
.6 
.4 d 
Continuous foveal / 
Theoretical  Coherence, pg 
Figwre 42, Comparison of Experimental Error Coherence  with 
Theoretical  Values Under Continuous Foveal and 
Continuous Paraf oveal Tracking Conditions 
Y 
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Figure 43. Comparison of Experimental Error Coherence with 
Theoretical  Values fo r  Sampling Remnant Determinant 
2. Mean-Squared Error 
Experimental measurements of input-correlated error on the  main task, 
q/& are compared wi th  theore t ica l  p red ic t ions  of the same in  F ig .  44. 
Theoretical  values are based on the crossover m o d e l  corn-putations i n  R s f .  60 
vrith a sharply cut off input of uniform power spectrd densi ty .  Since 
the experimental input spectrum (Fig. 1 1 ) contained power above i t s  
enveloping half-power frequency, measured correlated relative error 
m i g h t  be expected to exceed theore t ica l  e r ror .  F igure  44 shows t h a t  
the observed correlated error  did consis tent ly  exceed the theo re t i ca l  
e s t ima tes ,  i n  a l l  but  one of the scanning conditions (u) . Theoretical  
e s t h t e s  are poor with the most d i f f i c u l t   s i d e  task i n s t a b i l i t y  (0) 
and with truncated blanked scanning ( ) . However, the observed r e l a t i v e  
e r ro r s  fo r  the continuous foveal tracking conditions agree very well  with 
the  theo re t i ca l  computations of' Ref. 60 (Fig. 11 there in) .  
Observations of total normalized mean-squared error on the  main task, - 
e2/oZy a r e  compared wi th  theore t ica l  p red ic t ions  o f  t he  same in Fig. 45. 
To correct for the previously noted bias in e$/.?, a systematic deviation 
of 3 percent  of  the theoret ical  input-correlated relative e r ro r  has been 
added to   t he   t heo re t i ca l   co r re l a t ed   va lues  (with scanning) , before dividing 
each 'by As, to estimate t o t a l  relative error. Since observed coherence 
correlated qui te  wel l  with As, most of t he  sca t t e r  which remains in  F ig .  45 
i s  attributable to the  bias in  the  input -cor re la ted  va lues .  
3. Crossover  Frequency (Open-Loop G a i n )  
S ince   t he   p i lo t s  were ins t ruc ted  to minimize average tracking error t o  
the best  of their abi l i ty  on the  primary display, it is  a l s o  of i n t e r e s t  
t o  compare t h e i r  adopted crossover frequencies with theoretical crossover 
frequencies for minima i n  normalized mean-squared error.  This comparison 
i s  made in Fig. 46,using the normalized crossover freauency, T ~ C U ~ ,  f o r  
convenience i n  comparison with the theoret ical  values  of Ref. 60. The 
remnant l eve l s  for  the foveal cases are based on data i n  Ref. 59. This 
comparison shows tha t  i n  most cases the  p i l o t s  adopted norlnalized crossover 
f requencies  s l ight ly  below the theoretical  values for corresponding minima. 
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Figure 46. Comparison of Adopted Crossover frequency with 
Theoretical  Value for  Minimum Mean-Squared Error 
The observed values of normalized crossover frequency f o r   n e a r l y   a l l  
of the scanning conditions with display blanking are within 10 deg phase 
margin" o f  the  theoret ical  values  for  minimum mean-squared e r ror .  The 
adopted values f o r  continuous foveal tracking %5th 0.5 and 1 .O rad/sec 
input bandwidth are also within 10  deg phase margin of theoretical values 
fo r  corresponding minima. However, the pilot-subjects apparently adopted 
phase margins between 10 and 20 deg greater than theoretical  values for 
m i n i m u m  mean-squared e r r o r   i n  most of the  scanning  conditions  with - para-
foveal perception and in continuous foveal tracking with 2 rad/sec input 
bandlqidth. Apparently the pilots succeeded well in following the instruc- 
t ions  t o  minimize e r ror  on the  main t a sk  as the   s ide   t ask   d i f f icu l ty  
increased. 
In  summary at this juncture,  the Pearson random f ini te-dwell  sampling 
remnant model appears t o  be capable of predicting adopted crossover fre- 
quency, mean-squared e r ror  and re la t ive  cor re la ted  e r ror  power f o r  most 
of the scanning and  sampling conditions tested with display blanking. 
Although the  model tends t o  slightly overestimate adopted gain (crossover 
frequency) for the scanning conditions tested with parafoveal perception, 
i t s  predict ions are  s t i l l  q u i t e   g o d   f o r  making relat ive est imates  of 
performance . 
*The phase margin (PM) of s tab i l i ty  for  the  c rossover  model i s  
r e l a t e d   t o   t h e  normalized crossover frequency (or  gain) by the   r e l a t ion  
PM = x/2 - C U ~ T ~  (un i t s  of radians).  
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BECTION VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
This report  has presented some  new developments i n  modeling the  e f f ec t s  
of random scanning and sampling on tracking performance, and a de ta i led  
descr ipt ion of experiments designed to  t e s t  t he  bas i c  a s sunp t ions  and 
a l te rna t ive  signal reconstruction modes implied by the theory.  The major 
conclusions drawn from t h i s  work are  as follows: 
I .  Section I1 descr ibes  the propert ies  of two main t m e s  of model 
f o r   t h e  mer?.tal s ignal   reconstruct ion which can be employed by 
the  human operator following foveal scans : 
a. Switched Gain Model- the operator  a l ternates  between 
a foveal dwell with gain of unity,  and a parafoveal 
view with a reduced effective gain. The theory shows 
that this  model implies negligible time delays, reduced 
crossover frequency, and a la rge  wideband remnant. 
b.  Reconstruction-Hold  Model-the  operator  reconstructs an 
almost continuous signal between dwells by weighting the 
average posit ion and rate in some appropriate manner. 
Analysis of this mode shows t h a t  it w i l l  y ie ld  appreciable  
time-delay increments, l i t t l e  a t t e n u a t i o n ,  and generally 
larer remnant than the switched-gain case. 
The theory shows t h a t  i n  e i t h e r  c a s e  t h e  sampling-induced remnant 
power scales  as the square of the perceived error signal (Eq. 3) .  
The experimental results generally favored the simpler switched- 
gain model f o r  a tracking task requiring no operator equalization. 
However, there  was some evidence f o r  a reconstruction mode i n  a 
secondary task involving stabil ization only.  
2. The "subcr i t ica l  t rack ing  task" can be used successfully as a 
secondary loading task t o   r e g u l a t e  an operator 's  natural  scanning 
and sampling behavior on a primary tracking task. If ins t ruc t ions  
a r e   t o  minimize primary task e r ro r ,  while maintaining secondary 
e r ro r  below a generous threshold, there i s  no tendency f o r  t h e  
subc r i t i ca l  secondary task t o  become the primary task. 
3. Parafoveal perception i s  beneficial while scanning between two 
tracking tasks,  such as studied here. It can be excluded by 
blanking the nonfixated display in  order  to  s tudy the natural  
foveal sampling behavior of t h e  human operator under controlled 
conditions. Parafoveal perception of the nonfixated display pro- 
duced a small reduction in scanning frequency, l i t t l e  change i n  
the  r e l a t ive  scanning remnant, and a subs tan t ia l  increase  in  the  
average gain,  result ing in appreciably better performance. 
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The opera tor ' s .  sampling remnant power appears t o  be the single 
outstanding property which a f f e c t s   h i s  adopted crossover fre- 
quency. To minimize t racking  er ror  he  reduces h i s  open-loop 
gain and inc reases  h i s  s t ab i l i t y  margins. 
The data conclusively show tha t  a p i l o t ' s  average behavior and 
performance during scanning can be accurately modeled by a random- 
input describing function plus a wide-band remnant. The simple 
analytical expression of Eq. 3 f i t s  our scanning remnant da ta  
very well. This i s  equiva len t  to  in jec t ion  of f i r s t -o rde r  
f i l tered  "observat ion  noise .  I' 
A Pearson random sampling remnant model, which includes effects  
of sampling interval ,  f ini te-dwell  interval ,  and variance cf 
sampling frequency about i t s  mean value,  predicts quite accurately,  
in conjunction with the crossover model, a t  leas t  four  aspec ts  of 
observed scanning performance when parafoveal perception i s  
excluded : 
a. Shape and l e v e l  of the remnant  spectrum. 
b. Adopted crossover frequency t o  minimize t racking error .  
c .  Relat ive error  power correlated with the input forcing 
function. 
d. Total  mean-squared t racking  error .  
These models and da ta  may be used t o   p r e d i c t  human o p r a t o r   p e r -  
formance and scanning s t a t i s t i c s  i n  o the r  mul t id i sp l ay  s i tua t ions ,  
when two displays dominate the  scanning ac t iv i ty .  
These r e s u l t s  may a l so  be used t o  extend the models t o  cases  where 
p i lo t  equal iza t ion  i s  required (e.g. ,  Yc = K/s2, which requires lead: and 
Yc = K ,  which requires  lag), and t o  i n v e s t i g a t e  scanning s t a t i s t i c s ,  des- 
cribing functions,  and remnant f o r  a very  rea l i s t ic ,  mul t id i sp lay  m u l t i -  
axis  task (as close as poss ib l e  to  fu l l  instrument  f l ight) .  This  would 
v e r i f y   t h a t   t h e  models developed here can be a p p l i e d   t o  such complex 
s i tua t ions .  Pa ra l l e l  t heo re t i ca l  improvements a re  a l so  needed t o  cover 
"ahnost-periodic" sampling and t o  evolve the scanning adaptation laws f o r  
complex multidisplay systems. 
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